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NOTE

The construction of this model by PRISE represents one of many

separate but coordinated efforts Undertaken by Dr. Ohrtman, Director of

the Bureau of Special Education, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Harrisburg:

Another evaluation-oriented activity that concerns special education in

Pennsylvania is the series of discussions held by the Subcommittee on

Evaluation, chaired by Dr. Ricgard& Meyers, Speclal

Slippery Rock-State College; this Subcommittee in turn

StateAdvisory Board for Special Education.

Education Department,

is part of the

I
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. PREFACE

'

The preliminary draft'of a formal proeram evaluation model for special

eddcation operations in tge Commonwealth 6f Pennsylvania. is presented here-

in. As stayed in'the introduCtion, it should be remembered that this model

/)

Is only a tentative one, qpite opeh, to change. The major purpose this
-,, :

.

.

document is to provide Si foundation for discussion. Many changes are,tn-
,

a
tielpated. .One shouldtake particular notice of the fact that this model,'""

. 4.

deals. with Only format evaluation of programs in terms of commonly recog,-
a. ).

--
nized measuring instru'ment's; at no point was subjective accreditatiOn-tiioi--

Prograni evaluation brought:into the model.

,Finally,, a few words are in order regarding how this model was brought .

into being. The model has been constructed withbut special funds of any
a "s

0
0

tYpeunder the regular auspices of PRISE, the Pennsylvania Resources and.,

_ information Center for Special Education. PRISEjs funded under Title III_101

. .
. .

of the. Elementaq and Secondary Education Act-of 19650and is located in King
0 ,e,
i'.'

oftPrussia with RRC, the Regiona141Tesdbrces Center ofEastery Pennsylvania

*
,

... ..

--"rn'tor Special Education: Part of the regular functions of PRISE in0Aide sp. .

servingndirectly the'members of the Bureau of Special Education in Harrisburg.

Thus, Dr. Witliam'F. Ohrtmark, Directof of the -Bureau .o:f-Spec.4a1- -Educat-i-64,-

:
. ,

came toPRISE around February; 1970, and asked that its personnel'Oegip .putting. ,

. v

together a formal program evaluation model for consideration Ipt, the Bureau.

- -This task was lgassigned to Dr.a Barton B. Proer: Director of Evaluation and, .

,

.
-...' .

`Dissemination for PRISE Lk should also be realized that'this model' had to

'0.
4

.

.

be constructed amidst the several othef-'regular activities of RRC and PRISE.

1
.

,..

Thae,.the prevoqs summer'(1970) and the present academic year (1970-1971)
-,

. .. . ,.,.
had been allotted as sufficient working time to provide `thethe model.

.
s

.

..... 0

4

O
1

4

Robert L. Kalapos
'Director, RRC

Ol

i`
4
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INTRODUCTION : QUALIFICATIONS

OF THE MODEL AND ANTICIPATION OF CRITICISMS

.41

-

7.

Dr. Willlamik Ohitman, Director of the Bureau.,of Special'Edu4tion,.
.

e
4 .4.

-....%..-;bas been 1ong intereSted .in formal evatuationof programs. It i'llmportant3

at the o set to dstgrigUish between Lpformal,,-subjective, .aecreditation- -.... -...

type- kogramvvaluation
'(WhIthil-s-curtent4y-bal.ng: Orr-Jed otii by-the Bureau)-

. ,
--7---___

'

.

. ------------__

and the more fprmalized, objectives prbgram evaluation Art reliii-on-comc__:_
-.

.
.- .

.

,

.

monly-recognized measuring devices. Furtherrindividual. pupit, Osycholog-
.

. .: ,

, .
ice) avaluatfoni 'of children are not to be confused with either accredit-

%
. . ,. . ..,

,

, .
/Won prov oam evaluation r formal.program evaluatiob. Because the 'mole-

.'

t

plantation of formal program evaluation has been almost totallylacking in

'. o

,

state special edupation operatio across the nation,. little help exists

.

thethe form orguidelides which might aid the Bureau in considering what--

the-relative advantages and disadvantages of formal program evaluation are.

Thus, Dr. Ohrtman assigned me (a) to gather together a state-of-the-art

paper on formal program evaluation, and (b) to develop a model for formal '

Program evaluAion.that the state might consider.

it should be established immediately in the minds of the readers that

I have a bias-, toward fprmal measurement procedures. I believe the single

most importan iCant of the success of any special educatiol program is

how well chi_ drenhave progressed, over
specified'periocls'of time in highly

e

'specific areas of Ohavior. To me, any.prograM evaluation made in terms

'4

of one point in time (such as the once-a-year, standardized testing programs
.

givet in spring in regular education).offers very little in data for judg-

,.

ing the effectiveness of programs. The once-a-year,testing merely tells

a .

school pertonnel where the child is .with no indication of how school itself

4

,,'..o.
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I
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affected these test results. One must at least have baselines againstJ

.
,which to.measuce progress. Thus4-f

/

have endeavored to embody the best.

,. t,
, .

measurement methodology in the model developed here.,___:
- ,. -

.,The state of-the-art paper on formal:program evaluation is derived

inpart.from an articleon accountability that-was requested of me bythe

Journal of,Learning,Disabilities. The other component of the evaluation
4

package presented here,theindividual achieveme nt monitoring system, has

been devised by Dr. Lester Mann and f for the Eisteen Sugurban Division of

the ational egional ResourCes Center of Pennsylvania. The monitoring

systerd-haS. receLveorpublieity at, the Council for Exceptional Ch114ren con-
.

vention in Miami in 1971 (Mann and.Proget, 1971) and in the Journal a
.

\SpeOial, Education Mahn, in press). '.The indiyidual achievement, Monitoring
,

system is mentioned in the' context of thi del because lt.has many
O

4

.cations for any formal program evaluation system. The monitorling system

described here embodies a great many new measurement concepts taken from.-
,

cri'terien-referenced, measurement theory.

The whole notion of formal program evhluaiion- is related'to the con-

cept of "accountability"
Unfortunately;, accountability has been viewed

with a'type of funnel vision as being associated only with guaranteed per-

formance contracts between p4blishers'of educational materials and school

f.

systems. Such contracts assume various forms; some merely provide materials

-only, with no insurance or guarantee that certain minimum achieement 41111

be produted in the children who use them; others provide a far-ranging
4

package ?f not only materials, but atso 1)ersonnel,,consultaticn, guarantees,

-etc. However, no matter what arrangement is reached between the publisher

and the shcool system, there is an implied or stated assumption that "ac-;

countability" will prevail. Stated very.simply the ,term ,refers to the
' ' 11
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attempt to,evaluate how well certain educational objectives we're achieved.

Another term which is receiving. increased usage Jr; the educational liter-

ature is "program evaluatidn41( indeed, one mightconsider thi-s term synony-

mous_ wi th accountability.

The sad part of viewing accountability or'formai program evaluation

,'in connection with only Rerformapce contracting; is that the vast majority
.

6
of .routinely funded, locally run-spe5lal education programs go without any

formal evaluation.' The view taken in this document-is-that-formal program
. ,

0

evaluation should extend to all types'-of special education programs.

As one read thYough this model, he will see that a certain amount of

research design has been thr into the total picture. \Obviously, any,
r

data obtained in realistic, on going special(education.programsmill not

be as methodologically "clean" a ,destred from a research point of view...)o
o

e

There will4lwaYs be the criticisms from skeptTcs that feel contaminate
-

A data should not be used at all; it is precisely this negatIve view that has '

O

kept formal programPevaluatiun from,ever.reaChing fruition: Nonetheless,

whenever .a formal program evaluation system is attempted for soecial'educa-
.

4t,
4

tion, officials must realize that such criticisms will continuously be made.

Besides the formal prograth evaluation system des'cribed herein and the.

'individual achievement' monitoring system, the reader see.in the ap-
. ,

pendix to this report that pert of the qmachiberY" needed at tyre state

level "to make such evaluation systems work a data-banking A

large data processing ,and data storage armllsneeded;-thete facilities axe'

,.usually already available at local and state iRvels. grrangements would

'hayi to ,be made' with existing staff to,f4ork out a base of cooperation: In

...connection with such data-banking activities, there will no- doubt be cries .

.. - . .

of "Ovasion of privacy" and qveryting our children has ever done has

,

.

...

(
.

been reduced to a mais of numbers On colputer imps.", True, such dangers .

14 e%
,
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. are always present, but it is also felt that when and irthe Bureau of

--104Dai4i Education finally feels it has the necessary sophistication in the

model so that it would want to recommend it, then safeguards on interpre-

tation will have to be implemented.

With regard to interpretation and use of accountability or program

evaluation data, gross misconceptions about accountability in general have

given rise to unwarranted criticisms of systems for evalu-

ation systems. Accountability has been twisted to mt.. that unflattering

e;Ault-s-hrarry-g4Ven-progr'an mtght even ca e a teacher or administrator

who .has'been associated with that pfogram to `tie reprimanded, to lose pay, or

even to be fired. This view could not be fart4r from the truth. If I were
A

interpreting data obtained throughout the Commonwealth from on-going:wcial

education programs, first, at the local level, no teacher within "a school

organization Would be compared favorabty or unfavorably with any other teacher.

Such comparisons are NOT the purpose of formal program evaluation, although

many misguided- people have attempted to convey this threatening image. As

.
see it, thelnajor goal of accoutiCli,ty is to look at. the overall pro-

'

gress of children within one major programmiqg approach (if only one approach

is used) or -rito compare one programming technique with one or rriore others.

(iNore than one appro4ch is used with the same children). Second, at the

,

state level of data-banking, a school's (or 1.0.'s) program for, say, the

trairable, in ope part of the state will NOT be compared favorably or un--
favorably with a similar program in another part of the state. This is not

meant to be a vehicle for approving or disapproving on-going Programs,

for supplem:nting or detracting from federal aid to such programs. It must
0

be remembered that the number of confounding variables in making such threat-

.
ening comparisons 4s far too, great to allow valid comparisons of that type.

The main point is that only programminbAechniques.as such (not an individual

O

13
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teacher, administrator, or school organization) are on trial or held "ac-
9

countable." It is the hope of the Bureau of Special Education that feedback"

will be gotten from the data-banking activities for making decisions on

w' 'o keep an on-going programming technique or to change to a different.

one. Personnel -- administrators,, teachers, etc. -- should not feel threatened

in the least.

The basic philosophy of holding individual educational staff members

accountable for their action or lack of,action does, of course, have merit.

However, the truth must be faced that accountability machinery is just not

yet that 'refined for making such ftnety-honed-dec4sions- Nonetheless,

many benefits for decision-making Can be gotten from the existing potential

in formal program evaluation. Such benefits are explained in the enclosed

model in great detail. In brief, however, data-banking activities for ac-

countability are me as an initial effort at the state level to provide

"Aw

answers to questions such as: (a) How far can children within given ranges

_-
of potential and with specified disabilities progress over a certain amount

of time? (e) Now much farther or less can such a child progressunder a

different instructional approach? (c) What cost-effectiveness factorS'enter

the picture? The answer to (a), as simple a question as it is, is unknown

for any area of exceptionality.' Permanent records will be kept on the answers

to these questions, .as well as others. As the data accumulates to a greater

extent, more complex questions can be answered. This is the type of monitoring

job a state can be doing if it so desires.

In this somewhat lengthy introduction, I have endeavored to give the

reader a flavor of the underlying philosoph'i'es that guided the development

eof

of the enclosed fomal program evaluation model. The imp)ementation of a

decently functioning accountability system is a vast undertaking: With such

4 huge job, the whole range of measurement criticisms will be met. I just

14
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hope that special educators will not be distracted by potential crit-

icisms to such an extent that they 'fail to see the forest for-the trees

in terms of long-range benefits.

O

Bartori4B. Proger, Ed.D.

Director of Evaluation
and Ditsemination, _PRISE

4'
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CHAPTER T

FORMAL PROGRAM EVALUATION (NORM-

REFERENCED MEASUREMENT) :

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Introduction

In this first chapter, several types df evaluation procedures will

be surveyed and put into perspective withcrespect to one.another. There

are at least five major types of evaluation activities thqt are said --

rightly or not,--,to.fall within the province of formal program evalu-L

k=ation: (a) formal program evaluition (norm-referenced measurement)', (b)

-

U

U

individual achievement monitoring (criterion-eferenced measurement), (c)

accreditation-type on-site evaluation visits, (0) descriptive systems-

analyses evaluations,, and (c) demographic data record keeping. In turn,

thbse five evaluation activities can be envisioned to occur at four levels:

(a) national, (b)"state, (c)'regional,'and (d) local. Thise preliminary
4

relationships are irldicated in. the matrix in- Figure 1.

The present chapter will focus on only the first type of evaluation

system: formal program evaluation (norm-referenced measurement). Howeyer,

passing-mention inthis chapter will be accorded to aCcreditation on:site

visits, descriptive systems analyses, and demographic record keeping; 'these

three types of evaluation systems do have some limited value and in some

situations may even be deemed necessary. Nonetheless, it is the opinion

of the 'author that only formal program evaluation and individual ac ,iieve-

ment monitoring really deserve any sustained attention when.educaional

agencies are considering the implementation of sophisticated and worthwhile

evitUation systems. Thus, a separate chapter will be devoted later to ex-

1
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3

plaining the merit, of individual achievement monitoring.

.This paper will consider the issue of program evaluation in the ar,ea of

learning disabiLities. Several topics will be covered: (a) definitions of

program evaluation, (b) currently used models of program evaluation, (c) a

critique of those models, (d) an example of both formal and informal program

evaluation in the field of learning disabilities, (e) a suggested resolution

of the program evaluation dilemma, and (f) some hints of the future in learn

ing disabilities program evaluation..

DEFI4NONS AND NATURE OF THE PROBLEM

In the field of learning disabilities, there is a great deal of confu-

sion about what "evaluation" means. Indeed, this confusion extends into.all

,

areas of exceptionality and even into regular education. Part of tht con-
,

,

,fusion stems from the great deal of emphasis giveri to clinical eviluations or
i:

,..

-diagnoses of individual children. Too often special educators hay considered
6 '

'' 4
individual pupil evaluation to be synonymous with program Nevaluation.,

s

.

Before going any further a working definition of program evaluation'`
'-, , .

______.
.

.

must be given. I consider program, evaluation to-be the process of gathering

ev'idence (test data, anecdotal teacher records, elLnician observations, and

so on) on the effectiveness of the total learning disabilities program (wheather

run by Fan individual public school di-strict, a private or parochial school, a

county school system or an intermediate Unit, or even a state hospital). To
*

guage the effectiveness of the program as a whole, program evaluation relies
A

on the individual pupil diagnbses orevaluations. This. inf9rmation on indiv:-

idual pupils is combined or averaged in meaningful ways to gauge the progress

of certain types of pupils within the learning disabled program. Such proled

$
information willyield results in a more manageable form than the separate

4
pupil evaluation records so that the,program administrator, teacher, or other

staff member can make future programming decisions on a rational basis. Too



often educators have been accUsedof making major programming decisions

on an intuitive basis -- "armchair philosophizing" (cf. Proger et al., 1970)....am

Program evaluation, if used intelligently, can help eliminate such criticism.

In summary, program evaluation can be considered a step above pupil eval-

uation in complexity.

To clarify further the working definition orprovam evaluation, one

need only look at the federally funded programs under the Elementary and

Secondary Education Act of 1965. Projects funded undkr Title UI of that '

act are 'required to submit forbal programevaluation data on the effective-'

ness of the progiam with children.
Program' evaluation has received-increas-

ing attention recently as federal and state officials become more and more

aware of the low.quality -- or even complete absence - = .of program evald-.

ation in federally supported projects (Smith and Bracknell, 1969; Erickson,

19701. Thus, certain sodrces of federal and even state funding have required

learning disabilities_educators to produce at least some semblance of program

evatuation, no matter how poor o inappropriate.
-However, "let .us not delude

ourselves. . It is in ther-frea of locally funded learning drisabillties pro;rams

that program 'evaluation is most crucially needed and, paradoxically, most

frequently absent!

Program 4valuation is also trequently corifiised with accreditation of

schools (e..g., North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools,

1969). While the opinions of visiting experts, teacRers, students, and

parents are important, accre4itation forms a distinct area of the broad field

of evaluation that will not be considered in this paper.. Further, the dis-

cussion of program evaluation here will be confined to student achievement;

feelings, and performance. Teacher competencies, financial resources, organ-

izationah structure, eic., are left to other types of evaluation experts. I

belieie pupil functioning is the e most important aspect of any learning



disabilities program to be examined. Program administrators and teachers

will be able to obtain a great deal More detailed information for decision

making from direct data on the pupils as compared to a model weighted down

with other variables such as money and staff cdmpetencies. The completely

generalized,-competently functioning program evaluation'model Is far in the

future, to saythe'least!

.

The'reader should also be aware that several progrim evaluators (Scriven,

1967; Stake, 1.67, pp.529-5264 Atkinson, 1967, p.2) suggest that the

of program evaluation should pot only describe the change that occurs in

pupils over the course of time (such as gains in test scores) but-should also

;judge whether those changes are acceptable or not. Some might question this

viewpoint-in that it infringes upon the nonevaluator-program administrator's

role of decision making. Other definitions of program evaluation have been
T

posited (Cronbach, 1963, p.672; Griessman,1?69, p.17; Welch,.1969, p.429).

HoWever, the stage is now ,set for examining some of the major programdbalu-

ation models.

CURRENTLY USED PROGRAM EVALUATION MODELS

How does one:go about designing an adequate program evaluation scheme?

There are many models now-available that describe the major steps in program

-

evaluation design; as generalized guidelines, these descriptions deserve the

'name of "models." One should not expect to see a complicated mathematical

model; such models have had success only in very' specific contexts that do

not possess the many complexities of an ongoing learning disabilities program

(cf., Welty,,1969; Brooks, 1969; Alkin,'Glinski; and Wininger, 1969).

\ Perhaps the mdst--101-uential--provam_evaluation
mode) to date has been

the Stuf ebeam 11967) 'CIPP structure; Codtext InputPocess, and Product. 0---

Rither.than r few some of the characteristics of the original CIPP model,
4

let us ldok at one f the many, modern adapthions of the model: the'COPP,

21
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represents Context, Design, Process, and ProduCt. Describing theltajor

steps in the CDPP evaluation process, Randall (1969, pp. 40-42) states:

"Context evaluation consists.of planning decisions and context information

that serves them ... Design *varuatign entails structuring decisions which

depend on design information ... tie objectives need to be specified oper-

ationally if possible, and activities or means of attaining them need to be

specified ... After a design has been 'structured and is put ?n trial, often

1 °

called the pilot test, restructuring decisions are faced. Restructuring

decisions are based on process information ... Afteriticiomponents of adesign

have been tested,- they' can be put together in a prpgram cor..,! product or

field test. Since this is the first full-cycle test, the major decisions

faced are whetherlo recycle through another full-scale field test. The in-

formation needed, called product informatiod, entails not only evidence

about effectiveness in attaining short - and long -range goals., but also ef-

fectiveness ....compared with that of another program or strategy:"

.
Because the CIPP -CDPP -type model is, the basis for many other program

evaluation schemes;'it would be helpful to illustrate the COPP -variatiOn

briefly with a learning disabilities problem. Let us suppose a perceptual

motor training program has been deemed appropriate for use with a certain

4.

group of learning disabled children in a prWate_school. The Context part

of the evaluation cycle would involve looking at the needs ofsthe children

in detail and the associated problems. behind thoie needs. Preliminary studies

,

(such as individual pupil
diagnoses) would be \appropriate to help deterriiine

needs of' the pupils. On the bases of the pupil needs and the problems under.-

-lying them, broad program goals and specific behavioral objectives are de-

.

,

_____1 {ermined. Design evaluatioh (or in StuUlebeam's terms, Input, evaluation)

can 6e thought of as havi-ig-a-primary_purpose
of arriving at a feasible traln-

--__

ing program for the le ming disabTed pupi4s, .Design evatiration,--entails con-
.
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sideration orthe constraints of the privatd school: funds, staff skills,

facilities,, scheduling, etc. The program adMinistra.torS and other staff

members have the responsibillti for examining all the speckfic.details of P

the perceptual.training-prograM they originally thought appropriate; the

literature -- both research and philosophical opinion -- would be searched

thoroughly to gain insight into the virtues and flawOof that partitulai

:raining program. At the same time, however, alternative training programs

.
Y *

would be examined in the literature to see if ab, ,evenlmore suitable` pr-
, .

. /
.

gram might be fbuAd (see ,Progeret al., 1970).' Once these preliminanx step,..
have sugfested which perceptual training 'program might be most suitable with

the children under the constraints of the private school, design, evaluation

'con'cludes its sole by .specifying more fully what
is to be done with the ti

Children. That is, design evaluation also-implies the specification of the

actual steps to be used in'the training program fina ly sel7ted, and the

specification_of_t_design_for gathering evidence of effectiveness. Protess

evaluation can refer to an actual pilot test of the perceptual. motor training-
-

program; evidence of effectiveness during the piloftest is used to restructure

the final program thais to be used later, in the regular activities of the

private school. However, more often than hqt, pilot testing will not be

.possible and process evaluation will refer to in-process quality control mon-

itoring of the final program
itself;eevidence will be gathered systematically

throughout the actual training program.and will be used to restructure the

program as it is -running. 'Product evaluation is perhaps the most fadiliar step,

since Lt refers to gathering the evidence of effectiveness at the end of the

perceptual motor training Program. Thus; when product data is compared to

pretest data and to process data, analyses can be generated which yield in-

o

fo,rmation that the program administrator can use as a basis for making fUture

-- decisions.
23
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Thus, one sees that. the COPP program evaluation model generally fits

all aspects of the evaluation process of any learningdisabilities program.

9 Thisis one of the primary strengths of the CDPP moUel. A more detailed-

,discuision of context evaluation can be found in Freedman and Swanson (1969)

and in Hammond (1969). Stufflebeam (1969) provides a recent discussion' of

: his-CLPP Model.
,

.

.16 .

.

d. . , Another well-known-DrOgram
evaluation' model` 4s that of EPIC (Evdlu-

.' 1., .

k
11,

i's.
.

..- -
,- e s- -______

-3-1----,1 . ." '.: ative
.

Programs
..

for innovative Curriculums). The EPIC "structure for eval-

uation" (Hammond, n.d.; EPIC, 1968) consists.of a three-dimensional figure:

a cube. The "Behavior" edge is divided into three units: cognitive domain,

affective domain, and psychomotor domain. The "Instruction" edgp has five

units: organization'; content, method, facilities, and dbst. The third edge

is labeled."Institution" and is divided into six units: student, teacher,

administrator, edUcational specialist, family,, and community. The cube is

embedded into a rive-category scheme Of variables. The first category --

"Prediction Sources" -- Limplies-that one examines the Various types.of in-

%

struction that might be used in a given situation. The second category of

"Descriptive Variables" suggests that the actual steps to_be used in the

inSteUTetional-techniques-are_to be specified carefully, along with the-con-

straints thbt the institution places upon the teaching, "Objectives" f

, .

the third category of variables. The fourth category consistsof the cube

described above. The actual design for collecting the effectiveness 'data is

specified in this step. The,fifth category -- "Criteria of Effbctiveness"

the'anlysis of ail data obtained. One gen see, the similarities be

tween the CDPP model dnd the EPIC schemes .

The reader is now aware of two main program evaluation models and the

types'orguidelines.suggested by each. Schematically, the EPIC design can bp

Said to be representative of the geometric
model-buildinj'efforts (in this \
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. _
, ..

caseAcube), while the c(pp design characteriZes the logical
,

eggcroteA.
pattern (the,four main stagil are placed horizontally on top of a rectangle,

and subdivialons are placed vertically down the left sjde of the-rectangle,,

thus forming an eggcrate classification scheme). However, a few other models
,

a
.

. .

might 'be mentioned here for further reference.

Striven (1967) has produced "'lengthy book chapte r on what he en-Visions

, as program evaltiation. He tries to formalize in much greater detail than

.other writers in the evaluation field what he considers td be the "methodologyqz-

,e
S

of evaluation. One gets into statistical design discussions and.other'tech---

nical areas, -
Stake (1967) builds a logical-eggcrate design. His basic model consists

t.

of twOmOjor blocks,of information: a _"Description Matrix and 'a "Judgment

Matrix." Data can be subclassified in either matrix as "antecedents", "trans-

.__

actions"; or "outcomes." The descriptive matrix is further subclassified into

in
"Intents" and "Observations",,while ttie corresponding dimension in the pidg-

meat matrix consists of "Standards" and "Judgments."
,

'Atkinson (1967) divides his evaluation model into three domaini accord7

ing to the areas objectives can be tonstructed: structure (chool plant,

,
.

.

.

organization etc..), process (instruction)., and product (student out chWesin
-:.:,..

behavior).
,

--..r.,' e ""i:

,-4'7--- '
..,

. s'r*4

.
;',,,

Pohland (1970) describes a geometrical pr4fam evaluation model dev 1-" 4:.

aft

oped by Howard Russell and Louii Smith attHe Central Midwestern Regional

Edutatibnal Laboratoey, inc.,St. Ann, Missouri. Like the EPIC design, the

CEMREL model is a three -dimensional cube. Along one edge of the cube is the

"focus" of evaluation (student, mediator, or material)-. The ,second edge

dads with the "role" of evaluation (formative and summative). The final .

edge Oonsi,sts of,1,:data" (scale measures, questionnaire respons'es, and par-
.

ttcipont observations).
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A 'discussion of basib program evaluation models. wpuld-tre-rii6F4rete

kt
without systems analysis. In 1968 a group commissioned Wthe National

a .

Security Industrial Association studied, the application of system$ analysis

in defense-to the area of education. Carter, A(1969, pp. 22 =23) summarized
. ,

4
eight steps of systemi-analysis-that could be useful, in education: "(a)

...

State the real NEED you are. trying to satisfy;(b) Define'the educational ..--

OBJECTIVES which will Coneribute;to satisfying' the real need; -(c) Define
,

.

those rtal=world limiting CONSTRAINTS which any propoSed systein must satisfy;
4 . 1 , .

e

(d) Generate many different ALTERNATIVE syskems; le) SELECT the best alter-

. ,. . .#.
.1,

native(s),by 'Careful jalysis-; (f.) IMPLEMENT the sAfectedaltermatiVe(srfbr
. .

.... %. .

testing;-(10- Perform a thorough EVALUATION of th experimental tystemi.(h)
---- ..

. . .

.,8ised on experimental and real World )i.046, FEEDBACK, the required MdDIFJ-'
.

t

. .
,

. ,

. CATIONS and continue this cycle until the objectives have been attained."

r ,

Rober}son 11969, pp.31) claims " ..-. applicatiO; of systems analysis tech -'
, .

niquel tc evaluation differs from,PERT (Rrogram Evaluation Review Techgique).
.

PERT focuses on the steps; the time, and other expenditures' inthe 4dentified

evaluation or research prociistes, while .:'(systems analysis).stiquid be

thought of in terms' of the' operating progeamcno the evaluatiorf process per

se:" Additional,.thoughts on systems analysis models can be fbund-i-n Dyer

n A . 'AP

(1969);; Amine, Daley, and Evans (1169); Ryan (1'969); Wallace anq Shaverson .
obi

% , i -,
t. .

(1970) ..
I 4

,
-

, .

CRITIO
t

E OF PROGRAM. MODELS ,

.

.

'

- dt

.11 By now I hope to Have conveyed to the reader tHe)(eend in current d-
. a

1

.---,vcational literature concerning the,coristruction.ofgenerai program eva u-

ation gels, In recent years eduCators of all types haye-been bombarded

with an ever-increasing tide of such models (and 1 have.sanipia'd only a wall
.

portion in'the previous section!). It is tiTe.to stand bkkand assess the

r elevance And success of this build-a-mode),marathon. First, let us look at

46.



--what some evaluators have said about their colleagues' efforts.,

Many professional evaluators are skeptical of this model-building

trend. Early in the game, Cronbach (1963, p.672) stated: " I am be-
.

coming convindbd that some techniques and habits of thought of the eval-

uation specialists are ill suited to current curriculum studies." Cronbach

hit the evaluator himself, While StaJe (1967,, p.. 524)- aimed his pen at the

people who should be using evaluation specialists:"The issue here is the

potential contribution to education of formal evaluation, Today, educators

_fail to perceive what formal evaluation could do for them. They should be-

iMploringmeasurement specialists to de'velop a methodology that - reflects

the fullness, the complexity, and the importance of their programs. They _

are not.' Gther indications of the failure of program evaluation are given",

by Guba (1969), Sorenson (1968,1).4), and Scrivrtn '1/41967,':p.53).

What are the symptoms of this failure of program evaluation-in

-11 education:V. The answer is simple enough: virtually no' implementation in any

.area,or.exceptiona'lity./ Granted,, the quality -level of -program'eyaluation

might have risen slig tly in federally funded programs hec4use of the thrust
0°'.0 b4

1.qor"inercased'accountability." But the real problem resides in the locally

fundedlarograms where such excellent opportunities for,program evaluation

Her -,..there ks almost no program evaluation at.all. How many learn-

ing disabil ties programs today are really being examined in a formal sense

using.systeMaticS11Y7.gathered data? Please note that I am not talicing about

- program evaluation in ,terms of the usual indices of number of dollars spent,
4

t,

number of certified staff, pumber of children served, etc. Rather, I am
-

taikingabouf formal; statistical evidence of any gains made in the program as
/

a whole deri 4f course fxom the goin'data on individual pup'ls. I am
-

ialking a so of c parai:ve'gain data of one learning disabilities program

pitted againit ankther program'presumable aiming at the same goal but with

ti

.0b
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different means. This type of data just is not being provided on a routine

basis for decision-makinTin locally funded,.on-going programs. About the

,only evidence of formal program evaluation that is visible lies in isolated

b.;

occurences of university research project evaluations in local schools (just

examine any professional journal!).

' So much for the obvious symptoms-of the failure of program evaluation.

What are the underlying causes? I think one primary factpr has been the
C

emphasis on mass dissemination,2-- in professional journals, conventions, etc.--

of the general program evaluation models. A few years ago, during the truly

prfMeval stage of development in program evaluation theory, there were vir.-

'tually no generalized guidelines to follow. Thus, initially; models such

as CIPP and EPIC performed an admirable service fn causing awareness,'to some

degree, in program administrators (but not in teacherq!) of the need for

program evaluatiorand of what its 6asic features are. However, with the

flood of literature in this field (books, monographs, articles, speeches), I

think the administrators and teachers in the field became disillusioned. After

the initial dissemination of the models,.,nothing new was being said. .Therd is

an even more basic flow in the massive, never-ending, model-building epidemic:
v

tack of specific advice within the models for actual implementation of the

eValuation. If any learning disabilities educator examinet the several

program evaluation models presented earlier, he will prObably remark: "I un-

,derstand what you are saying, and it all seems very logical. But, I know

I myself will never be able to use the model in my particular situation be-

cause no really specific guidelines are.given. I would need expert evaluation

help to use the model but dO not know whereto get such help. So I wll for-

get the whole thing!" And there is the crux of the matter as I see it. The

,

models have reached their level of functional incompetence with respect to the

real world.

4 f.0



This problem of functional incompetence s is.basicalty'8ne
a

of analytical overkill. In the past few years, the progra.rn e = ation models

have been refined, re-refined, ad nauseam. Indeed, some evaluators have

even turned t eir by now finely honed analytical skills to a' higher level of

. synthesizing: "meta-evaluation" and "taxonomies" of evaluation designs (cf.

Scriven, 1969, and Worthen, 1968). Whether these super-analytical efforts be
0

worthwhile or not, we had better slow down and re-enamine our position, eval4-

uatorsi The educators in the field have been left behind! Clearly, model

building is not having a very salutary effect on education. In regard to

the model-builders, Finn (1969, p.18) asked: " ... is it possible that they

have, in fact, over-analyzed the process ..... Have, in fact, these,

analyses departed from operational reality, at least in thesense that the

practitioner would not know what to do with them?" Thus, Finn suggests (p.19) .

that perhaps program evaluation has acquired that dreaded affliction known as

"hardening of the categories!"

Let us a:soask atthis point in the modei-building game just for whom

the recently developed models are intended, We know they are not meant for

the program administrator or teacher; they cannot handle the model on their.

own. What about professional evaluators? Could the models be aimed at in-

creasing their competence? 1 think not. After reading the initial CIPP and

EPIC models years ago, 1 as an evaluator have not received any new insights

from the spate of publications issued since that time. The models appear to

be stimulating thought in no one. They are highly repetitious and are prob-

ably doing more harm than good at this point,

In other words, the dissemination function of these models has ,utlived

its usefulness. It is time to put the models on the historical section of

the educational bookshelf. In my opinion, a model is supposed to lend a

unique perspective not ord!harily realized by the majority of practitioners

tr
4 0
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.in the field for Which the model is 'meant. The models did this years ago,

but no longer do. 4

A second major'cause for lack of widespYead implementation of program

-evaluation has-been the absence of an aggressive "sales campaign" by exist-

ing agencies: county offices or-intermediate units, regional materials and/or

resi-urce centers, universities, and state departments. Educators are-tra-

ditionally slow ti-adopt innovations. Thus, some vigorous prodding is needed.

\Existing agencies that have program evaluation consultation capabilities must

1

,assume the responsibility to-keep knocking on the doors of potential clients.
\assume

Simple advertising of the availability of 'such services is not enough.

As a solution for those in need of professional evaluation assistance,

one might as this point, suggest that the answer is simple: go to the local

.ur\iversity evaluation service bureau. However, how many educators in the

.

field really would feel free to call on consultants at universities? Not

ve y many, I am afraid. There is an inherent distrust of .universities in many

educators. Some might even say: "The only consultation we ever received was a

t

4

requdst to do research in our school; we never got any practical benefits

f
om it. ,,Any program evaluation consultation we get will probably be equally

pa

gra4tical! So why bother?" Perhaps this atiitudd is unjustified on the

rt educators with_respect_to some of the more s'etvt-ce-oriented univer-

sities:k However, the attitude does exist, and it must be coped with.

_

Onf might also suggest that the program administrator obtain consultatiop,

frpm an\agency like EPIC. This is fine for those who live in the vicinity

of ucson, Arizona, or near a handful of similar agencies. However, the vast

mTrity of learning disabilities educators must do without such consultation,

and thus without program evaluation itself.

A much more powerful solution is needed. Before suggesting a possible

, 1

reolution of this sorry state of the art, let-us examine briefly a 'typical
-,

,t30
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example of learning disabilities program evaluati.on. .Perhaps too much has

been expected ofiformal program evaluation. Let us see just what an evalu-
,

ator might be able to deliver.
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CHAPTER II

ILLUSTRATION 004-FORMAL

AND INFORMAL

PROGRAM EVALUATION IN A

LEARNING DISABILITIES

CONTEXT

I

, A brief example of some general aspects of program evaluation in a

learning disabilities program hai been given-earlier in connection with

the CDPP-CIPP model. To make tnat example more specific, let us assume that

a group of thirty dyslexic children have-been diagnoied as having compar-

able'etiologies, that they lie within a relatively narrow age.span:.and

that other pertinent factors are comparablt among the children: 'An aller

words, meaningful comparisons can be'made among various subgroups of the

children. We will also assume that concrete action has been 'taken to carry,

out the-preliminary,phases of the CDPP-CIPP model. For example, during the

context evaluation phase, a diagnostic pretest of reading deficit has been

given to all children. Using this information and other data from each.

child's records, needs have been determihed. Since some kind of perceptual

motot, training program was considered appropriate, specific measurable ob-

jectives were specified in both the perceptual motor and reading achievement

domains of behavior; each objective was to be measured by a corresponding

standarct;ed (or, if-more appropriate, locally devised) test. Before we

enter the scene, let us also assume that the design or input evaluation,phases .

have been partially accomplished in that alternative training programs have

been examined,. all within the light of the constraints of the school. This

sets the scene for the example to be discussed below. All of the above steps

have been accomplished by an evaluation consultant working with the program

administr:Aor and staff.
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As we enter the scene, the programevaluation is ready to conclude. its

design orinput'evaluation phase. The evalOator must now decide what type

of data gathering scheme would be appropriate. It has been agreed among all

-E--14we1ved in this planning that the pretest,of reading deficit can be used to

divide the pupils into three groups of ten each.: minimal deficit, moderate

deficit, and severe deficit. All agree that specific
A.

nformation on the wfys

in which these three.broaa classifications of, dyslexic children progress

throughout the perceptual-motor training program would be valuable for de-
,

cision-making'on a short or long-term basis. Since ihe program'will be run

durihg the full academic year, it-must be decided how many tests to give

during the year.,For purposes of in-process quality control, it was decided

to give three middle-of-the-year tests as well as pre- and post-tests (all

testing occasions use the.same tests, or better yet, parallel forms of the

same test), The resultant data collection scheme is given in Figure -2. The

evaluation consultanttoncludesthe designair input phase by specifying the

type ofstatisticaKanflysis to be, use on the data: in .this case, perhaps

a firelieated-measures knalysis ofvVariance.- It 'pould be noted here That

complicated statistical methods shouldnevr frighten program administrators

or teacherealay; the evaluation consultanthas primary_responsibility for

selecting, performing, and interpreting the analysis.

At this point,'onemight ask how such a formal evaluation can aid both

the program administrator and teachqr in reaching rational decisions. in'

Figure 2,.1 have sketched in average learning curve profiles for each of the

three diagnostic categories: minimal, moderate, and severe. Before entering

into any detailed discussion the reader should note that the collection of

test data during the three ;6-process testing occasions (1A, 1/2, 3/4)

'constitute the process evaluation phase of the CDPP-CIPP model,'while the

post-test comprises the product evaluation phase.
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-Let us first consider the benefits to be gleaned for the program.ad-

ministrator from this formal progiam evaluation. He.may note that the

minimal reading deficit group gain nicely throughout the four quariers'of

the year until the final testing, then drops off. If the administrator ex-
.

amines the programming approach used With'the "minimal" group, he might

be able to isolate some of the probable causes of this change for the-worst.

Similarly, if the administrator considers the profile gaih curve shown

the bottom row for severe-Ileficit children, a large drop -off' in remediatron

occurs after the second quarter-of the year;.this in-process measure would

tell the administrator Co make some on-going ohanges, before the end of the

year. Granted, group profiles, averages, and'soon, which are the working

tools of formal program evaluation, have-deficiencies (e.g., covering up

finer differences among pupils). However for situations in which more or

less common features of,remediation (even if individrially'administered) are

applied to certain types .of children under the-broad heading of'dyslexic,

formal program evaluation can yield valuable benefits for the administrator.

What abowt,the teacher? Even in such a necessarily oversimplified

example, informational benefits aimed toward remediation should bb evident.

The teacher will play the major role in the data gathering process and will be

making immediate, day-to-'day programing changes (process evaluation). ,He

will Maintain a score\sheet like the one in-Figure 2 but subdivided into ad-

d

ditional horizontal rows 'within each,of the three diagnostic categdries

already shown. Each child's name will be appropriately placed along the left

of the data maxtrix in the correct diagnostic category. The scores of each

child would be placed on his small,\horizontal slice of the matrix. The

teacher might want to keep individual gain profile curves on each child while
a

gathering the data.for the program administrator and evaluator. In this 'way.,

the teacher would be able to see at a glanceWhether or not an individual child's

r
01,
tb
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remediation was having a beneficial effect, arid to txt.accordingly.while

there is still time to makece meaningful change in the programming for

the child.

IAt each major point in the data collection process, the data, Sheet is

copied from the teacher and fed to the program evaluator to suggest and

arrange for appropriate analyses. These global prpgram evalUation findings

(that is, averaging and pooling to gauge the'progressof the general types of

children as a whole) are given to the program administrator. ,Thus ideally,

-both the teacher and administrator would.obtain appropriate feedback for

4,

decision making immediately. Decisions can-be made during the. program's

operation and at its end (p'roiltict-eValuation).

It must be remembered that this is jus simple example of a prOgram

evaluation design. The sophistication of the formal analysis-ancifeedback

increase according to the desires of the administrator and the flexibility

of the program itself. Of course, the ultimate success in terms of utility

of any .formal program` evaluation depend on, the willingness of the administrators

and staff to use the findings in an intelligent way. Formal program evalu-

ation does have limits (Stake,-1969; Wardrop, 1969). A great deal'of debate

has Also centered around the differences between program evaluation and

tightly controlled research (Schalock, 1970):' No one will deny that evalu-
,

ation studies lack a great deal of.experimental, control in the purist's

sense of the word. NOWever, if formal program eq.i1,ition is coupled with

informal program evaluation, an intelligent basis for making decisions arises.

How do informal program evaluation methods enter the picture/ Teachers

and other staff members are continuously making use of these techniques when

they administer their "homemade" tests, construct anecdotal recods on in-

dividual c4ildren, on-the-coot observations of emotional difficulties,

estimates of ability to interact with lassmatesA;and so on Too often these

V 7
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types of data are shunted aside as being "nonstandardized", "subjective",

etc. Why is it that teachers -- using their informal, subjective assetsthent
4.

techniques often cone up wjth a much more effective remedial prescription

for children than do objective, outside Pvxperts" with all their standardized

testing instruments? Also, how many federally.funded programs for thd dis-6

advantaged or other exceptional populations have been judged dismal failures

in term of standardized test data alone? -Formal testing evaluation is quite

. .

.

limited at times, and for this reason.alone informal dafa gathering proc dures
,

,..

should be used .wherever appropriate ;o obtain a more eomplete picture of at.

is occurring in a program.. Karl (1970); Reynolds (1967)vrand Kunzelman .(1969)

have stressed the great potential of informal teacher evalution. Clearly;

both-formal and informal evaluation procedures are neededfin any serious, .

., s.

assessment effor-.\ a ,

.

\ .

\. /
. ,

.
)

,

/

U
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CHAPTER III

'GENERAL IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES

OF FORMAL PROGRAM- EVALUATIC1r

(NORM-REFERENCED MEASUREMENT$

Thus far, many grandiose,schemes have been advanced for carrying out

program evaluation concepts in a learning disabilities context. But who

will be available to the program administrators and teachers for provididg

custom-made evaluation consultation? Most existing general service agencies

.
at, he district, county, regional, and state levels do not have full-time:

program evaluatlon consultants. And', hopel have demonstrated that the

evaluation modelsare far/too gener,al to be of any real help for specifok
.

program evaluation problems. We have also discussed why universities

b
probably will not.be asked to providd consultation inIthis.area, I would

. ,

like to propose a new typh of general service agency-that might form-paet

of the answer. It is time to stop.building model's and start buil.dirig consult-t.

afion agencies\

,
.

The major thrua h in any attempted resolution of the poorquality,of ex=
.

.

... .

isting program evaluation in rearning-disabilitits,
,

in my ophlion, must lie

in providing cusfam-mSde evaluation consultation
°

to any qualified professional

in need of rt. Ideally, I would suggest that progratliievatubtion centers:be'
a 7 t

sefup in strategic Idcations across each slatt. However, I realize sucho.

s,

schemes are not always practi61', and some compromise must found.

`There are two main avenues that Opear-feaiible: First, county offices

could 4.hirg.one or two program evaluation_speciAlists. luch people would have A

trqjning at least at the'Master's degrab leveljn"educational research and
. .

I

measurement. Thus, the county Alec could pr6videcustom-made consultation;

.

not' only to the various exceptionality programs run by, the, county but also to

4`
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those special education programs run on an individual school.district 'basis.

In fact, the evaluation specialists could prbbably also handle program evil- i'4

uatioq.consultation requests from regtilar educators in each of the individual

schoOl districts in the county. The entire educational community stands to
.

benefit.
0.

If for.Oblitical reasons or otherwiSe, (t does not seem likely that a

county service unit will become programl.evaloation-minded, then regional
s

general service agencies wouldhive to be staffed with program evaluation
. .

..*

c
9

specialists. For example, a lege number of.federally-funded instructional
.,

.
' t.,

aterials. /media/resource centers
*

have sprung
.

teto operation during the last
. .

.

few years... These centers usuaLlyserve large but still realistically sized°
a .

,

0
.regions. The provislob of -individualized program evaluation consultation

L

. _ .

...

..,'

- ,

services would be easy to append to the existing operations. Hopefully, both
y

.

4 ....I .
the county evaluation units and the mediaimaterials?resarce center evaluation

units would have state sanction, encouragement, and even funding. The ex-
.

4'

4'

04P

pendIfTre for salaries and operating costs of the two or more evaluation
..- . ,

.._, .

specialists in either type of agency would be negligible compared to the benefits
' ,

which could be reaped in, program improvedent.

One cautjonary statement of policy, must be advanced, however, from past

sos
expexienee n such veptures. It is'quite clear that many ongoing programs-v-

1

perhaps even the majority -- will not make use of a service even though it is

announced astbeing available, freer and sophisticated. Progra.n administrators!

and teachers have seen too many gimmicks and "revolutionary-tdeas" come down
*I/ '

.
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theroad in recent years. Thus, program evacuation consultation services

.-
must be sold. It is the responsibility of the evaluation specialists to un-

dertake a vigorous advertising, campaign (brochures, monographs, on-site visits,

..- tedephonecalls, per6onal letters, etc.) to stir up individual consultation'
. 0 s . 4

.
.

,-requests.- It rs understandable Tor a-pre not to want.to involve itself'
, ,

O
ti

4
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in more "paper-pushilige than at present if possible; to many educators, the

,.,;. , . N.,
4

regional or county evaluation un itappears to be,just one More example of
I

,

bureaucratic entanglements: Such negative-inages must be offset th-rough'

?
"----v-4"- .

proven performance. ---
7

. . "

: 1 , ,
Besidei actively soliciting evaluatkon Consultation lilLSiness from the,-

,

,:-ograms in its service region, the evaluation unit
.

should `also conduct prill
,.

, . ,-.
p

gram evaluation workshops thet.serve as a dissemination function of the agency.
, . / 4,

Here is one rare instance where the general program evaluation models eon. .

1

still be of some val:ueto the uninit4ated. A small 'number Of clients would'

Iparticipate in thi,Workthop. The subjeCt mdtter mighVconsrst of simulated'

evaluation ese-rcises in learning disabilities or. of back-and-forth discussion

of actual clients problems. ,

.

,
.

.

The Miainiservice of the evaluation.units would be to offer individualized,
\

.
.

custom-made program evaluation consultation on demand 17,any client. However,
..

i

the agencymoUld be remiss Wit did not engage in information retrieval and

.

,

disseminaiion in, program ,evaluation: For example) in the "design"' or "input"

.
I ,

..
: . / 3.

,e ,

phase of-..
,

fhepO-CIPP.model, the final program of remediat;nn must be de-

,

ci.de upon in the light of ,competing approaches. How .does one obtarn infor-

. .

.
,

matioh on all these competing brands of tPeatpent7 'IThe_county or,regional,,,

-service unit could house an jnTormation col ection of research journals, ERIC,

. . .
,

-gooernment publications, professional book curricutim guides,:technical

,
.

repOrts, etc. My client in-the be alfbwed to phOrie or

ewrite in a request to'the center for a 'sophisticated literature search of all .

-
,

,

rel ant findings in she area Of conce6.: Also, im the selection of appropriate
1.

.4-

testing inst;uments, comparative inform6ticin on prices,technical qualities, etc.,r.
.

'
could ,be provrded. The evaluati-oniagenty would also be responsjble far dissem-

,

inating information on existing gUides to program evalqation Annas and

Do wd, 966;.Grobman,,1968; Center" for In'structjonA Research and CUrriculum
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Evaluation, and Coqperative Educational Research Laboratory, Inc., 1969;

Melerhenry, 1969; Ahr and Sims, 1970i. Mosher, 1968).

LcL me conclude my "grand scheme" by,throwing out a few words to those

who may not agree with these ideas. A lot of potentially valuable schemes in
4

learning disabilities die shortly after birth because of too much talk and too .

little anion (indeed, an analogy may be made with the case of program evalu-

ation models in all areas of education). The above "soluttons" to the program

evaluation dilemma in learning disabilities are, to me, rather obvious. We

do not need a lot of local and state committees to conduct "studies"'of the

problem. All one needs i.s a few key people who can things moving and keep/

them moving. The above ideas -- al. ,f them -- have already proved effective

in realistic, ongoing practice. There is simply no longer any excuse for the

sad state of prdgram evaluation in the field of learning disabilities!

Before Leaiing the realm of personalized program evaluation consultation

services, a few words about the role of the evaluation specialist would be ap-

.propriate. I
feel that, with Occasional exceptions, fairly sophisticated

statistical-inferential evaluation schemes can be applied to most learning

disabilities programsin operation. Each program evaluation scheme is highly

' unique and usually applicable only in a narrow range of situations, before

the evaluator has to shift gears,entirely and devise a different design. 1

alsO want to dispel the myth that the program evaluator is, or should be, a.

",on -of -all- seasons" with respect to the whole range of educational technology.

t.

Rost of the recent breed of evaluation specialists are usually competent only

in the fields of statistical analysis, design methodology, and test construction

and use. These specialists are not experts in curricular philosophy and thus

cannot and should not make value judgments about remediation planning. If

program evaluators are being honest withthemselves, I seriously doubt Whether

they can pronounce judgment on a ptegram, other than to yield some inferential
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data on the qiiality of the intermediate and final products of the remediation

and to suggest possible interpretations to the program personnel. Only if

one can find an expert curriculum specialist "retreaded" into an evaluation

expert (and I mean fully retreaded!) can the program personnel-expect to have

- ultimate value judgments about their program made for them by the evaluator.

Almost without exception, the program administrator and his staff members-must

make the final value judgments about the program. I also want,ta make clear

that I am not asking for programs to be unrealistically twisted into highly

sophisticated research projects. This would be the usual criticism against

one who emphasize= as much formal design methodology as possible in a given

situation. Al)--:that I am advocating is that the field practitioner and program

evaluator join heads in comIhg up with the most sophisticated evaluation design

possible for the particular project in question without project distortion'.



CHAPTER IV

RELATIONSHIPS OF FORMAL. PROGRAM

EVALUATION TO EXISTING STATEWIDE

AND NATIONAL ASSESSMENT SCHEMES

All of,the discussion thus far has emphasized custom-tailored program

evaluation schemes. In one case, for example, a perceptual-motor training

program might employ the Soutkarn California Perceptual Motor Tests, while

\

a similar prgram in a different region might administer the Frostig'Develop-
r

mental Test of Visual Perception. It is difficult to compare the results of .

one program evaluation with those of another, if not impossible. It has

been tacitly assumed that the resulcs. of any given program evaluation scheme

are useful only to that specific program. Could a more generalizable program

evaluation scheme be achieved for almost all programs in all areas of ex-

ceptionality? In other words, could comparable program evaluation schemes

be devised? Current activities in regular education indicate the answer is

"yes." There are two main facets to this issue: (a) statewide assessment, and

(b) national assessment.

Several states have initiated statewide assessment or evaluation schemes.

In general, a group of subject matter ex erts and others has, agreed upon a

series of measurable objectives in the various domains of student behavior that

any regular educational program would hope to achieve. A series of tests is

found or devised for each major objectiye. S ools of various types of specified

characteristics (s'ich as pupil population size,,community size, geographic

location, etc.) are sampled randomly. The same battery of tests is adminis-

tered by local personnel in the selected schools., From such test data, score

distributions and norms are derived: Finally, individual schools get feedback

on how their students compared wi.th sipiilar (aitharssimilar) students across
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the state; manipulatable characteristics of the schools that appear to be

highly related to ongoing pupil behavior'are also Identified (such as

academic preparation of teachers, per capita expenditure, etc.). In most

statewide assessment efforts, the battery of tests is administered only once

a year in only a few grades; no gain data is gathered.

Dyer and Solomon (1970, p.4) have stated: "Ultimately, we need to be able
0

to answer the question: What educational processes work in what kinds of schools

. for wfiat kinds of kids?" One must remember, however, that these pilot efforts

have been initiated only in the realm of regular education; special education,

°in most cases, has not even been touched. O'Reilly (1970, M3;9-4) describes.

New York's statewide assessment program: ,"Each fall, all public and nonpublic

school pupils in grades 1,3,6, and 9 have received certain standardized tests:

a readiness test for grade 1 and tests in reading and arithmetic for grades 3,

6 and 9 ..." However, O'Reilly does not feel a once-a-year data collection

is adequate for program decision making at the state level; he suggests that

more data collection points be inserted into the course of a year. Among

other things, meaningful gain data can thus be generated. One can set the

analogy with the custom-tailored program evaluation example mentioned earlier

with respect to gain analyses.

Loadman and Major (1970) have described Michigan's statewide assessment
o

efforts. Educational Testing Service (ETS) of Princeton, New Jersey, helped

construct tests to measure prOgram objectives considered suitable to the two

grades selected for assessment: 4 and 7. Besides providing each school

building within a siAgle school district with results, more general results

will be given by a two-way classification of community type (5 types) by region

(4 regions). Other analyses will also be performed.

The Bureauca Educational Research of the University of Virginia has been

working with the Virginia State Department of Education since August, 1969), in
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one of the newer statewide assessment efforts.! WOodbury et al. (1970, p.7)

says: "Specific behavioral objectives ... include' English (literature,

language, composition), Mathematics, Reading, Science, Social Studies as well

as personal and social categories of affective behavior. More general- be-

havioral objectives were developed for Foreign Language, Health and Physical

Education including psycho-motor skills, Vocational Educatipn,, Early Child-

hood Education, Work Study and Library Skills, Special Education, Art and

Music."

Other aspects of statewide assessment have bien deicribed by Kearney

(1970), Michigan Department of Education (1969), and the Pennsylvania Depart-

ment of Education (1968).

I have mentioned such statewide program assessment or evaluation efforts

in the hope of stimulating learning disabilities educators and other special

educators into thought about devising a similar model in their respect:ve

domains. The possibilities are exciting or frustrating, depending upon one's

view of statistics and testing. Will there be problems of major proportions'

in adapting such schemes to special education? Most certainly! For example,

each area of exceptionality will probably have'to be treated separately. ..The

physically handicapped cannot be expected to.take some physical performance

tests, while the severely retarded will hot be able to wade through all but

the simplest conceptual achievement tests. It is my hope that learning dis-

abilities educators will at least try toadapt some of the ideas of statewide

program assessment for their own area.

However, one need not stop at the state level in the attempt to devise a

"standardized" program evaluation system. ThejNational Assessment of Educational

Progress, (NAEP) has been underway for a few years in regular education. This

effort began in 1964. Since the ideas are baically the same as in some of

the statewide assessment schemes, the reader an refer to the large body of

14 6
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literature on the subject (Saylor, 1970; Katzman and Rosen, 1970; Groff,

1970; Womer, 1970; Findley, 1970; Katzman, 1970; Caps, 1970; Ebel, 1970).

47
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CHAPTER T

$

USE OF CRITERION-REFERENCED

MEASUREMENT AN FORMAL

PROGRAM EVALUATION, 1,4

DISTINCTION TO NORM-
.

REFERENCED MEASUREMENT:

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Introduction

1

The first four chapters of this monograph have considered the use of

norm-referenced measurement in conducting formal program evaluation. In

other words, standardized tests are used in accord with accepted research

theory. Such an evaluation strategy i quite appropriate when only a global

overview of an on-going program is desired. A classical research strategy

is used which would have at least a pretest and a posttest, and preferably

one or more equispaced measures during the in-process part of the program.

However, there will no doubt be special projects with which the Commonwealth's

Bureau of Special Education will be connected and for which the usual class-

ical research evaluation design will not be adequate. Such bituations lead

one to a much more intensive type of formal program evaluation known as

criterion-referenced measurement. A case in point with which most members

of the special education staff throughout the Commonwealth will be able to

identify is the National Regional Resources Center of Pennsylvania (NRRC/P).

Here is a major project that is linked directly to the state Bureau of Special

Education, as well as to regional special education agencies in the central

and eastern parts of the state. Another aspect to criterion-referenced

measurement that will be discussed in another chapter is data-banking activ-

ities. For ease in discussion, the following abbreviations will be used:



norm-referenced measurement (NORM), criterion-referenced measurement (CRM),

and data banking (MBA).

All material in these next few chapters that pertain to NRRC/P, CRM,

and DABA was produced in connection with articles Lester Mann and Bart Proger

are writing for project dissemination purposes with NRRC/P. The materials

-43--

contained herein have been modified so as to tie in directly with the many

aspects of the total formal program evaluation model presented in thi; monograph.

Consider a child who has been referred to NRRC/P as having-specific read-
,

ing disability'lWihe extent that he cannot function at even a first grade

4

Independent reading level. Suppose further that as part of the psychoeduca-

tional programming for this child that one specific objective in picking up the

child at his current level of functioning and carrying tiim forward, is to have

him recognize letter differences among vowels embedded C-V-C trigrams.. Pre-

)
sumably, during,the initial referral process, this child has already been

diagnosed as having a deficiency in this particular reading skill area.' Further,

other components of the reading process will have been" similarly diagnosed to

provide some rough basal guidelines of where the child presently stands. How-
.

ever, it must be emphasized that no undue weight will be given to basal func-

tioning levels. Rather, the emphasis will be on what final levels of functioning

the child achieves. This measure is what really constitutes the pay-off

evaluation of success.

True, in a tightly controlled experiment one is interested in pre-post

differences within and among treatments -- the statistical significance

phenomenon. With respect to the real world, however, many researchers have

been questioning the legendary thrust toward significance. We need a mode;

different from the usual experimental one to answer the types of practical

questions that NRRC/P is-asking. As mentioned previously, the project wants

to answer the frequently asked but 'as yet unresolved questions of: (a) how much

49
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success "can be expected in certainopecific skills associated with .selected

subject content areas as taught by a specific approach "A"; (b) how lon it

took a certain approach "A" for teaching that skill to reach the obseryed V evel

of success in (a); and (c) how the answers for questions (a) and (b) for

approach "A" compare to competing approaches "B", "C", etc. BeCause the

psychceducational programming thrust of some components of NRROP_demand'thl-

programminsrecommendations be made in terms of a highly specific subject con-

tent analytical breakdown of the total task into its subskills, the usual

standardized test, classical evaluation design is not appropriate.

Thus, NRRC/P has decided upon the use of criterion-referenced measure-

ment, with overtones of achievement monitoring and data bank activities.

Popham and Music (1969, p. 2) have given one 'interpretation of criterion-
.

referenced measurement (CRM):' "it is not possible'to tell a norm-referenced

test from a criterion-referenced test by looking at it. In fact a criterion -

referenced test could also be, used as a norm referenced test -- although

the reverse is not so.easy to imagine. ... At the most elementary level,

norm-referenced measures are those which are used to ascertain an individual's

performance in relationship to the performance of other individuals on the

same measuring device./ .
Criterion-referenced measures are those which are

used to ascertain /an individual's status with respect to some criterion, i.e.,

performance standard. It is because th0 individual is compared with some es-

tablished criterion, rather than other-individuals, that these measures are.

described as criterion-refere;ced. ... We want to know what the individual

can do, not how he stands in comparison to others."

Nonetheless, Simon (1969, p. 259) cautions CRM advocates not to get

Carried away in the wash of jargonese: " ... strictly speaking the distinction

between criterion-reference and
norm-reference applies not to the test but to

the test scores. In other wor4, the distinction does not relate to the nature
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0 the test or to the content or form of Ote items, but concerns primarily

the interpretation and use of the scores from-the test. It is perfectly ap-

propriate for a single test to report both absolUte performance (criterion-

referenced) scores and relative-performance (norm-referenced) scores."

° While Simon is technically correct, nonetheless, NRRC/P will be forced

by the very nature of its objectives to make a working distinction between.

NRM tests (standardized ones, i.e., those with norms) and CRM tests (custom, ,

project constructed tests). Getting back to,the example at hand ofthe child

getting training in recognizing vowel differences embedded in C-V-C trigrams,

a CRM test would be constructed for, the measurement Of degree of success at

the end of the week-and-a-half (or whatever) unit of instruction. The measure-
,

-ment experts on the NRRC/P staff would construct the CRM instrumentto_bimaamf

a part of the achievement monitoring system (AMS) for this child.

The advantage of-CRM testing is that the project personnel decide_what the

\ criterion of degree of success should be for a child with disabilities such as

`;the prevent subject exhibttS. Perhaps for this particular CRM test of various

types of C-V-C trigrams, the NRRC/Psiaff will decide that 65% competenCy is

needed before the child is all,-owed to-move on to'the next sequential arika of

subject matter. For a more crucial subskillearea, perhaps 85% competency pm

the CRM test will be demanded. Flexibility, realism, and practicality are

primary attributes of the CRM system. For the better part of this century,
.

special educators haye been guessing at the answers to questions such as (a),

ib), or (c). Other than a few isolated experiments in often contrived en-

vironments or rather looiely conductpd denionstration projects, the answers to

such question; have gone-begging. Hopefully, the NRRC/P, through its CRM-AMS,

will' begin to build a data bank (DABA) from which future educational researcher's

and practitioners can draw.

It should be noted also that the results of the last few years of federally,
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funded projects will be utilized to their maximum potential in establishing

and operating the CRM-AMS system. For example, for the purposts. of b'reaking

the sequential arithmetic curriculum into its components and for gaining pro-

gramming ideas, project PRIMES will be utilized. Further, projects that are

generating program materials along lines of a sequential task analysis/be-

havioral objectives basis will be contacted as sources of materials. In terms

of, specifying behavioral objectives and developing CRM test ,instruments, the

Inptructi.onal Objectives Exchange(10X) housed with the Center for the Study

of EvaluatiOn at UCLA will be tapped wherever appropriate. (see Skager, 1970).

For years the main thrust in educational measurement was away from eachet-:

made tests and towards-standardized instrumentation. No doubt a large causative,
.......

,

agent in this trend was the great'volume of ever-increaiingly sophisticated

educational,research studies, which usually emphasized standardized tests and

rating scales. The "home-made" or locally produced variety of test was ,Somehow

,frowned upon and judged useful only ir, granting report card grades but never

for whole-year or global-program evaluations. .Further, 4f CRM tests are to

be used quite frequently as an in-process type of quality control at the ends
,.

of major units or blocks of instruction in the subject matter sequ ce, then

by the very nature of this, freqiiently occurring measurement-tail( tOki,-t,ests

--
must be custom-built to the users requirements as the measuremen'needs arise. .

In other words, what we are saying, curiously enough, is that "home-made"

testing-instrumenttiare back in vogue but more importantly -= are also back

in respect, when used intelligently and legitimately. This almost circular

historical trend in measurement melhOdology is indeed strange but -- in
s "

,education -- not surprising.. Because CRM is rather new in the field of special

education, a review'of the literature in this field willbe helpful in under-

standing part of the function of NRRC/P. Also'AMS and DABA literature will be

covered for the same reasons.-,
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One must realize the jist of what is being proposed here. A national
-

project is considering the use of home-made tests (Albeit in the refined vein

of CRM) to aniwer some research questions of high priority in the LD and EMR.

fields. Cannot this enterprise be questioned on the grounds that home-made

.4-tests -- even of the "higher" CRM variety.-- still have the often- cited-flaws,

4'

of "looseness" in measurement methodology? Are "not CRM tests stilt plagued

by subjectivity and possibly hy lack of adequate reliability and validity?

Klein (1970, p.3) has raised some of these questions, and his arguments merit

serious consideration: "The use of criterion- referenced measurement would

be a laudable practice if one knew hioN'to determihe what Criterion'objectives:
. ,

to 'specify, or what level of performande constitutes their attainment, him

td interpret the results if the .objectives are or are not achieved. To

illustrate this point, let us suppose that a new course unit in 10th, grade

'biology let to 30% of the students attaining all of the unit's 20 objectives,

50% of the students attaining 15 objectives, and only 20% of the students

A '

achieving less than 10 objectives. These results look very impressive and,a

school official might be very pleased with the effectiveness of the pro ram.

But would he.still be happy if he discovered that most students could achieve

10 of these objectives before taking the unit, or that the criterion oflit-
.° %,

tainment was 1 outof 5 items correct per objective, or.that the items used

' to measure an objective were not truly representative of the range of items

, that Might have been employed, or pat 80% of the students at other schools

jhaving'stuaents of comparable ability) attained ail'20 objectives Using a

'criteridn.of 4 out of 5 items correct per objective?" (p.3)
....

. .

Kleird1910rgoes on to propose an eclectic test construction modePtased

upon both CRM'and NRM procedures. In effect,.he is aiming his comments at

stanIardized ,test producers'and hopes that they will begin to issue instruments

that embody the best features of 'both CRMi4 NRM. The first step is to specify

/

41 /: 1
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objectives in operational terms. Klein recommends that each objective elbodied

in the test should have at least three items to measure it. This guideline can
4 a

be used in a
. forward sen e,to determine how long the test will be, or in &back-

4 .0 1 0
Wargs'sense to determine h w specific the objectives should be. The second step ,

is to find test items for e.c.h objective.
4
qot only_ should the items be repre-

.

sentdtive, but they should,a1 o represent different difficulty levels withkr

\

.0the objective. The third Step ls io\find test items that tap related objectives..

-.!'The reasons for measuting thes kind§ of related objecti4es are that.they

(a) provide information aboutthe unanticipated outcomes. of educational programs,

(b) indicate how cloSea program (Prstudenti'eame to meeting or surpassing

.

the objectives (a), and (C) show the leVel at which subsequent educational treat-
,.

1,1

ments should be pitched. (p.-4),..P
.

The fourth.stepis ,to give the teetuser

foreach Objective measured by the test a.score 'and its interpretation.. "Donald

Jones (or Program #3) got four of the,,,six items correcton.objective number 74

(addition of whole numbers tress than100). Approximately 80% of the other

',t
e in Donald'.s class did this well. Students of equal ability in other

., / classZs (or pe.(n11Ms) only got one-third of the item's correct which is typical
.

of the second graders in this state (i.e., the Median score statewide'on- this.
1

0
objective is 33% co'rrect). (p. 4)." With respect to writing objectives initerms.

of difficulty levels alid levels of intellectual functioning, Klein recommends

such "atlases" as Bloom (1956) and Guilford (1967).

It should be noted that the 10X is now ,an independent, non-profit cor-'

poration apart from the UCLA Center for the Study of EvalUation which is dir-

ected by Dr. Marvin C. Atkin. The 10X is directed by Drs. W. James Popham, Eva

[faker.; and John McNeil. This is effective May 31, ,

Mayo (1970 : has argued elegantly for the iddividualizatron of instruc-
m

Oen by means of appropriate CRM measurement. He calls the practices " mastery

learning" and "mastery testing." Mayo suggests that a new conceptualization of
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`Aiental ability is necessary if true matching of instruction to a chiid's\

specific needs is to occur: "Ra her than thinking of aptitudesas a kind of

ceiling, Carroll (1961) suggested that aptitude may be related to the amount

of time necessary to achieve mast ry. (p. 2)';

The "mastery model" described by Mayo (1970, p. 2) has five features:

"(a) Inform students about course expectations, even lesson expectations or

unit expectations, so that they view learning as a cooperative rather than as
\

a competitive -ise. (b) Set standards of, mastery in advante; use pre-.

veiling standards or set new ones and assign grades in terms of rrformance

rather than relative ranking. (c) Use short diagnostic progress tests for

each unit of Instruction. (d) Prescribe additional learning for those who

do not demonstrate initial mastery. (e) Attempt to provide-additional tune

for learning or tt ,se persons who seem to need it."

In developing CRM (or "mastery") tests, Mayo points out that the usual

requirements for maintaining an average item difficulty level of about 50%

no longer hold; instead, the scores of pu ils will tend to clysterzin a skewed

distribution around perhaps an 85 difficulty level. Educatoks molded more

or less alonl*traditional test construction lines will be somewhat disturbed

in that "mastery tests" will seem to be almost too easy for a large portion of

the pupils. However, this is in line with the different corcepticr of learning

that CRM is based upon. Given enough time and individualization of instruction,

pupils should be able to achieve the mairity of objectives in basic skill

areas. This is the premise N RC/P is working under. ."The few who fail the

item show a clear deficit, and this feedback indicates need for additional

.ramedi.11 learning sessions and repeated testing until items are passed (p. 1)."

Cox ana Sterrett (1970,, p. 227) have proposed a model that combines the .

best features of NRM and CRM: "(4, a precise 'descrrption'fof/durricufum obt-

/-jectives and a specification of pupil achievement in reference to these objectives;
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(b) the coding of each item on a standardized test with reference to the cur-

riculum, and (c) the assignment of two scores to each pupil, one reflecting his

achievement on items that test content to which he has been exposed; he other

his achievement on items that test content beyond his present status in the

curriculum or not represented :n the curriculum at all."

One extensive application of CRM that has many implications for NRRC /P, is

the Comprehebsive Achievement Monitoring Project (CAM) of Dwight W. Allen and

William P. Gor:h of the University of Massachusetts. O'Reilly, Schriber, Gorth,

and Wightman
t

(1959) 1ave,prepared a lengthy manual that documents the implemen-

tation of a Complete CAM system. Gorth has had primary responsibibity for de-

/

veloping this CRM-CAM design. In the introductory part of their manual, the /

authors state: "The CAM procedure focuses upon the evaluation of achievement

-, by more or/ less continuous monitoring of student performance relative to

specific ,course objediives. Unlike traditional evaluation procedures which

generally involve resting of students on discreto units of mgterial, CAM generates

Jperformance data on all course objectives ... (at several points in time throu0-

Out the instructional sequence). The procedure consists of a battery of

Parallel (or equivalent) test forms which contain items representative of the

pan Of the entire course and which are administered to all student's, at frequcpt

pre-set, equal intervals. Each form contains an equal number of items (re-

\

la ed to the specific objectives of a course) for each instructional interval

and each item is used on only one form., Items are assigrmd to test forms by /

ran piing techniques and each form is from 10 to"kO icems in length.

/

Thr.) gh,the use of the random sampling of test items, it is Kterally possible

to teat hundreds of specific objectives over a group of students., Each test

.. form similar to a final test for a course. As the courso-progress,es, th

student should be able to answer.an increasing number of items on the tes

fovOs corresponding to an increasing number of objectives mastered.
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receives a particular test form only once. Over the duration of these telts-

makes it possible to sample performance on every course objective over a given

group of students at every testing." One can think of each test form given

throughout the course of instruction as representing a barometer, with increas-

ingly more difficult objectives corresponding to gradations of degrees. The
;1

'nore success the student achieves, the higher the barometer registers, and

these readings can be put into a trend analysis over the passage of time for

each student. Thus, individualized instruction can bemonitored quite inten-

sively,. It should be noted that while'the CAM system was originally operated

on the basis of group profiles as contrasted to individual profiles, NRRC/P

will concentrate on the latter.

Mathematical models are usually rare in the field of education. It is

]]
one thing to develop a psychological theory for a phenonemon to a rigorous

mathematical modeling process. Pinsky (1970) has done just that with CAM.

Further, the CAM originators have gone so far as to provide canned computer

analyses for processing all of the monitoring data (Gorth, Grayson, and Lindeman,

1969; Gorth, Grayson, and Stroud, 1969).

CAM has been tried out successfully and realistically in a number of

different situations. While O'Re'illy et al. (1969) have summarized the

technical details of how to implemen every phase of a CAM system in future

instances, Pinsky (1970 pp. 45-68) ha given judgmental evaluations of systems

already in operation. Several pilot locat ns have been selected for CAM pro-

jects; Duluth, Minnesota (for two consecutive\Trs in a high school); Kailua,

Hawaii (for three consecutive years with 11th andl th grade trigonometry and

algebra,-and for two consecutive years with 11th grade erican history);

Hopkins, Minnesota (for two consecutive years with 11th grade'algebra); Portland,

6

Oregon (for three consecutive years with 9th grade algebra).' Thus,'onc can

see that CAM has been tried with what are perhaps some of the most complicated
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Each test form is called a "monitor!' While each overall operation of

CAM (with the exception of Duluth) can be termed a success, Pinsky (1970) none-

theless points out some operational difficulties th1 .1: one is likely Lo encounter.

A parallel-form monitor is usually given to each child once every two weeks

throughout a course. Often a child will not take a monitor at the time it

should be taken. Sometimes teachers do not have enough tkie to make use of the

feedback data, or, if they do have time, will not put such data to full use,

Turnaround time for processing the monitor data either hy computer or by h

may discourage some. However, the benefits seem to outweigh by far the dist....

advantages of CAM. if used cautiously, monitor feedback data can be used to

program for the deficiencies of a given child, or, at a different leVel, to

change the general programming for an entire group of children. Successful

performance on monitors by certain students can allow them to go-Hao independent

study or to advance more quickly, rather than be branched back over poorly

learned material. Further, the program gets out of the old rut of pitting

student against student and makes an individual compete only with himself on

whatever time schedule he feels he can handle.

The CAMP Project is one of the few intensive ongoing CRM systems that

is operating presehtly. As such, CAM deserves a long hard look at just what

the operational and organizational requirements are. The "Guide of

O'Reilly et al. (1969) gives such details.

\

Cox (1970)has er.amined some conceptual difficulties'of CRM with regard

to technical issues of test construction (reliability, validity, and item

analysis). He notes a trend in CRM in that most applications have been in the

domain of individualized instruction. Cox begins his discussion of the technical

issues by distinguishing between CRM and NRM: "When an achievement test is

constructed as a norm-referenced measure the test items are written or selected

58
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.

to. maximize differences between individuals. Maximum discrimination is de-

sirable to obtain the variability necessary for ranking individuals." How-

ever, Cox (1970) goes on to describe item analysis,techniques from an earlier

study (Cox and Vargas, 1966) that might be-More appropriate for CRM." Two

discrimination indices were computed for items on tests which had been admil-

istered both as pre and post-tests. The question of interest was the extent

to which the two methods of item analysis yield the same relative evaluation

of items. One index was computed using the common upper minus lower groups

technique, thus providing information on how well each item discriminated between

their groups. The second index involved both the pre and post-test rnd was

computed by subtracting the percentage of pupils who passed the item\on the

pre-test, from the percentage who passed the item on the post-test. This in-
\

dex provided discrimination information between pre and post-test groOps,

indicating items useful for pre-test diagnosis. Results of the compaison

between the two indices indicated that some items which are highly desirable

for the pre-post test discrimination would be discarded by the typical item

selection techniques, because they fail to discriminate among individuals taking

the test. It was concluded that the pre and post-test method of the item

analysis produced results sufficiently different from traditional methods to

warrant its consideration in those cases where score variability is not the

concern, such as 4n criterion-referenced measures." In terms of diagnostic

procedures in special education, the pre-post CRM item analysis techniques seem

to hold a great deal of usefulness. Cox (1970) concludes his examination of CRM

technical issues by suggesting that perhaps the usual coefficients used to

measure reliability and validity might not be appropriate because of the lack

of enough variability.

The idea of using an achievement monitoring system in special education

is not entirely new. Kunzelman (1968) described what he termed "data decisions."'

59
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(However, to our knowledge, the use of a monitoring system in special education

that makes rigorous use of CRM in a legitimate Way is new.) Kunzelman wants

educators to engage in "self-help teaching," such as has been developed by the

Experimental Education Unit of the Mental Retardation and Child Development
\

Center at the University of Washington. Basically, Kuizelman's system consists

of recdrding both correct and wrong rates of response for children within a

teacher'ssclass for a given content subject area. For example, if a certain

teacher has been having particular trouble in getting one of her student to

Taster a certain concept in arithmetic, she might decide to use a somewhat

different tactic of individualized instruction than she had been using./ To

determine the relative effectiveness of the old and new approaches with 'hat

child, the teacher would have to maintain both correct and incorrect !hates Lf

response for a few days in arithmetic both before and after the point at which

remediation tactics were changed. However, the hairy problems of jLst how

much behavior to sample, when to sample, how to sample, etc., are not dis-

cussed by Kunzelman. These are precisely the issues met head-or;71Plf CRM such

as Project CAM of the University of Massachusetts.

Emrick and Adams (IWO) have provided what appear to be sounder cut-off'

points for making a "success-failure" determination on CRM tests. They use

as their examples situations from the Individually Prescribed Instruction

Project (IPI) of the Learning Research and Development Center at the University

of Pittsburgh. Because IPI makes heavy use of CRM, such flew mathematical models

as Emrick and Adams propose are highly relevant to NRRC/P. The authors state:

"IPI currently maintains an 85% correct minimum as a mastery criteria for any

skill test (of which there are over 400). Although this criteria ddes have in-

tuitive appeal, there is no convenient analytical or empirical justification for

it. In particular, just as various skills may differ in level of difficulty in

terms of mastery, so also might the optimal performance criteria in the test

60
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situation vary. It may easily be that for some skills, a test score of 60% is

indicative of mastery, whereas for others a score of 90% or higher would be re-

quired. In short, the issue is not whether a criterion referenced testing pro-

cedure is or is not appropriate to IPI, but rather how and at what level each

criterion should be set." Emrick and Adams go on to propose a Bayesian algorithm

for determining "success-failure" cutoff points.

Lundin (1970) has considered the role, of CRM as a means to process evalua-

tion of,curricular materials still in, developmental stages. He describes the

experiences of the Minnesota Mathematics and Science Center Staff (MINNEMAST)

in this regard. The research and evaluation team of MINNEMAST called their CRM

system DRATS ("Domain Referenced Achievement Test Systems"). DRATS uses item

sampling to extract the maximum amount of in-process information. While Lundin

is in back of BRATS in particular and CRM in general, he warns: "if decisions

based on sophisticated data-o not result in improved student learning, then

one can do without the luxury of sophisticated data until one develops sophis-

ticated decision makers."

Several detailed descriptions of the CAM Project of the University of

Massachus'etts have been given recently (cf. Alien, 1970; O'Reilly, 1970, and

Gorth, 1970). In particular, some key features of Project CAM in terms of CRM

have been brought up by Allen, Gorth, and Wightman,(1970). The authers state:

"CAM measures achievement in a systematic way throughtout a course in the second-

ary or elementary school. It is comprehensive in two dimensions: 1. Time

because achievement is measured throughout a course and,2. Course content be-

cause achievement is measured on all of the behavioral objectives specified for

a course at each time. CAM uses several of the most modern techniques in ed--
ucational measurement to obtain the goals it sets for reliability and validity.

The techniques include item sampling which has recently been developed by

Frederick Lord and longitudinal testing which has often been recommended to

1.)1
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measure change or growth. Both of these ideas have been tied to computer pro-

grams for rapid analysis and reporting of the results to students, teachers,

and administrators."

Another major set of benefits derived by CAM, claim Allen, O'Reilly, and

Gorth (1970), is that: "At each test administration, performance or objectives

not yet taught is pretested, performance on objectives just taught is immediately

post-tested, and performance on objectives taught,earlier in the course is-

measured for retention."

Flexibility is another major virtue of the CAM system: "Monitors are

indented to be short tests, perhaps ten to thirty items; Whether or not a

single form covers all objectives for a course is a function of the proportion

of objectives to items- perform. It may be necessary to randomly sample

(without replacement) the objectives, before doing the same on the test items

for each selected objective."

Allen, O'Reilly, and Gorth (1970) describe several different types of

feedback, at either the individual or group level: "For individual students:

After each administration: 1) total score on that and all previous administrations,

2ra graphic presentation of the above, 3) a right,wre 4-iridreation for each

item on the monitor, coded by the objective represented. At the of the

course: 4) average scores, across all monitors taken, on itemt categorized

by use into three groups -- pretest, immediate post-instrugjon and retention of

varying lengths of time. For whole group or subgroups (e.g., one,classraom,

highest and lowest quartiles): After each administration: 1) percent answered

correctly out of all items oss all monitors, for each objective. Period-

ically, as desired (e.g., every 3-5 administration): 2) trend data, or achieve-

ment profiles, for total score and for each objective. At the end of the

'course" 3) same as number 4 under individual students, 4) item analysis (using

whole group only), treating each item in three separate ways,'by its three

functions pretest, immediate post-instruction, and retention measure."

6 9at
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CHAPTER VI

A DETAILED DESCRIPTION .OF

A CRITERION-REFERENCED

MEASUREMFNT SYSTEM

THAT WOULD BE SUITABLE

FOR SPECIAL STATE-CONNECTED

`PROJECTS, SUCH AS THE NATIONAL

OtGIONAL RESOURCES CENTER

OF PENNSYLVANIA

introduction

From the previous chapter, the reader should now have a command over

what the concept of criterion-referenced measurement (CRM) means and what
A

some of itt advantages,and esadvantages are. While form m evaluation

in the norm-referenced RM) sense is the most feasible route to

follow in implementing a large-scale accountability system, for any intensive

examination of exactly what is happening in special educationiciasses, the

author feels CRM is the only real answer at present. For these reason.s, when-

ever special prOjects are run that are connected with the state Bureau of 4,

SpecialeEducation or, for that matter, are run strictly on the local level, a

detailed description of how the projected CRM system will operate in the Eastern

Suburban Division of the National Regional Resources Center of Pennsylvania

(NRRC/P) is given here. It should be noted at the outset that the NRRC/P

CRM system can be modified to accomodate the specific needs of any program.

BACKGROUND ON NRRC/P

The National Regional Resources Center of Pennsylvania began July 1, 1970,

with one year of planning. NRRC/P is a cooperatW effort that combines the

3
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resources of several existing public special education agencies in the

central- and eastern third of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. The prtn\cipai

- investigator of this federally funded, long-range projecr is Dr. 3illiam F.

Ohrtman, Director of the state 8Ureau of Special Education in Harrlsburg.

NRfC /P is devoted to intensive study of the efficacy of various programming

techniques used with learning disabled children of elementary school age

(in the sense of the national definition of learning disabled). Several:ex-

perimental classes are being established in urban, suburban, and rural are

in both the'central and eastern portions' of the Commonweal ather than

concentrate on global programming questio a long-range nature (which

program evaluation of end to mask the more crucial features of why or

O

a total programming technique was successful), NRRC/P will be looking

intensely at how well small manageable-Units of instruction'work with certain

types of learning disables' children. For example, if one unit of instruction

were to have as its primary objective the mastery of a certain family of words,

then NRRC/P wants to know: (a) what level of criterion mastery can be ex-

pected over a specified period of time with programming approach A that is

used to teach the family of words, (b) how the level of success achieved with

approach A compares with approaches 8, C, (c) what different levels of

mastery are possible with learning disabled children of different impairment

levels,under programming approaches A, 8, C, ..., and (d) what cost-effective-

ness factors enter into approaches A, B, C, .... At first glance, this list

of questions would seem to be an over-ambitious project. However, the

criterion-referenced measurement system of NRRC /P has allowed for' the study

Of all these problems. This CRM system seems to hold several useful implications

for any. area of special education; let alone the learning disabled.

In dealing with learning disabled and minimally brain damaged pupils,

individualization of instruction is of utmost importance. For this reason,

vY
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customized, psychoeducational programming will be used for each pupil.
However, before devising an individualized prescription for each child, a
modified form of small group instruction will be used at the start of the
year to enable the teacher to spot those pupils who are in need of immediate,

"intensive, individualized help.

The basic
program operation of the national project will be organized

around two major components. First, the small
group instruction' will form

the central component or track
about which all

individualized efforts will
be oriented. The intent of the, project is to keep the child in the main
instrtidtional track whenever possible. The small group instruction forms
the regular education component of the project. Second, whenever a child
begins to run into severe educational difficulties that cannot be handled
within the regular

small groupimainstream, he or she will be sent to the
resource teacher for

one-to-one individual-tzed- help, or.an itinerant resource
teacher will try to deal with the child within the classroom.

The instructional
sequence, whether in the regular,

small-group mainstream
or in the

resource-teacher,
inaividualized-prescription situation, will be

divided into
"instructional modules." Each module is used only over a relatively

short period of time, perhaps two weeks. The instructional module is organ-
ized around a set of highly specific objectives stated in measurable behavioral
terms. Each child's achievement both before and after going through the
module is measured by "monitors," which are special types of tests (interpreted
in the CRM sense).

The pre-monitor is used before the module is entered upon,
and the post-monitor is used after the child has completed the module. If the

4

child demonstrates inadequate achievement an the
post-monitor, he is then:

brought into contact with the resource teacher for
one-to-one individualization

of instruction. With the resource teacher's help, the child is again ,taken
through the instructional module which he has not mastered in the regular in-
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struotional mainstream.
After using similar forms of post-monitors to

check again on the
understanding of the module with which the.re-

source teacher tics given him help, a decision is ultimaWy mad,- as to when

to send the child back to the instructional mainstream.

5

THE CRM SYSTEM OF NRRC/P

To carry out such an instructional
programming s'ystem, a corresponding

,

measurement and
evacuation system must be devised. While standardiz9d tests

continue to be used as part of the usual individual psychological.

screening evaluation given
to,,all'children in the .national project, the

flexibility of. such tests for measuring Change within any given-pupil is

quite limited. First, any tandardized test selected will usually embody

only very global progtam objectives;:.he
specific instructional objectives

__of a certain module will only be reflected
occasionally within 3 standardized

test. Second, by their very nature, standardized tests employ norm -referenced

measurement.
In other words, a child's performance is judged relative to

normative data gotten from large samples of normal children. While NRK may

be of great use in determining initial placement of a child in a special

class in terms of his deviation from the standardized data of normal children,

such compris-ons
ate of litt-le use in gauging the actual progress of a par-

.

,ticular child relative to his potential.
Third, NRM, or standardized tes13n,

d9es-not readily lend Itself to measuring change in a\yalid manner when Several

measurements on the same material or module are eeded;. other words, a

child becomes attuned to the questions on the test itself after receiving more

than one adMinistration of the instrument. For these reasons, NRRC/P will

not only use
standardized tests in the0s;:al screening of children.and in

classical, global Program evaluation, but will emphasize, much more appro-

priate measurement
system known as CRM.



For. any given instructional module, criterion-referenced tests Will

be used. Such tests will be known as monitors. The basic advantage of CRM

is that it gauges &,the progress of a pupil relative to his own potential in

terms of predetermined goals of performance levels. Thus, the inappropriate

comparisons that would occur, in pitting an exceptional child's progress

against' that of normal childreni th*at is, NRM, are avoided completely with

CRM. For these reasons alone
'

monitors or tests constructed and interpreted
. 7

in the criterion-referenced sense are ideally suited to measuring change in

'
,

,

children as-the result of highly individualized educational prescriptions.
. , /

The particular objectives of any given instructional module are reflect'
.

i .

the test items of the monitor for that module. The test items are constructed

in accord with the best measurement theory available. Both,the teachers who

use the monitors and modules and the measurement specialists who help build
. 4

them are involved in test item selection and, construction.t Because attliTve-
.

)

1

bent or performance shoOd be measured only relative to the child's own

A

initial baseline on that module, both pre- and postrmonitorsmilT be used for.

a given module. Further, if a child does not achieve on ,the post-monitor the

degree of attainment that his potential and initial level on the pre-monitor

suggest, then he will have to be recycled .through the module in questibn with

different Supplementary, modular mateiqal.

.

CAgain,

,

howeVer, the only way of
'"

1

.
. ,

measuring how-successful the remediation wasris to give the child d different

but 'Imila'r.. ly appropriate post-monitor: 'Thus, severall equivalent forms of

monitors must be constructed for, any 'given module. Tihe basic functioning-0 f

the CRM system is represented in Figure 3.

NRRC/P OPERATIONAL CRM MACHINERY
U.

When one begins to delve into the details of such criterion-referenced

2

monitoring system,, one of the first questions to b answered is hOw both the

monitors and instructional modules are constructed, since these two items are

it
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, \

the heart of the program. One logical way to handle this task would be
.

--.
/

\

fil abilities anrst to examine the range of abilitd defjcjts in the population of
;

/learning disabled pupils being served. With such a syrvey completed,-the

educational programer/prescriber can project roughly/lust what totil range
1

\

of subject content areas can be expected to be mast red throughout theirear.'"

Then, following this line of reasoning, during the summer before the start

o'f the program, a task force Of teachers, administrators, evaluators, and

other specialists would work feverishly to compl te a sufficient number of

i
sequentially related instructional modules the, would take care of the_pro-

1

,

jetted range of all pu ils, along with correspAnding sets of monitors. How-

ever,,NRRC/P will not elect to go this route. First, the job of trying to

a ticipate how far t h child will go throughout the year and then building

11

modules to c er this wide range, is /far too complicated_to accomplish

with adequate qualify simply during the summer. Second, devising all the -
\

modules' and monito s ahead oi .'me tends t lock staff members into a "canned"

set of programs th t will tend to stifle 'n- process improvements dictated by,

S

spontaneous proble4s that always seem to/arise. Thus, a more flexible monitor-
/

module production system is needed for NBRC/P.

Before describ ng how NR-"/P plansito devise the modules and monitors,
1

the reader should b aware of how pupils relate to each other as they move

from one instructiona\ module to the next. First, let the reader assume that

lass are able to be handled adequately by the regularly

assigned teacher in the\modified small-group setting. Nonetheless, it must

all pupils in a given

t

.

beborne in mind that ea h child is treated as an individual and is allowed
1

to riove at his own rate t rough whatever module appears to be appropriate to
.

him\at his stages of developmental readiness, existing knowledge, and ability.
1

In Other words, at any give point In time, each child probably will be work-
,

ing on a different module.
1

1

/

lowever, eventually every child will pass through

;

I

rio
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some of the )same modules, since they are devised in a sequential task frame-

work. Also, since a given module will always have its corresponding monitors

used with any child that passes through the module, eventually each module

will have comparable data obtained from every child in the class. Of course,

with some of the easier modOes and some of the more advanced modules, only

a few children will ever work their way through them and resulting data will .

be sketchy for the class as a whole at these points in the instructional

sequence. But then this is the nature of individualized instructs The

sequence of steps that any child who is functioning adequately withfl the

regularly assigned classroom setting would go through is given in Ffgure 4.

Before returning to a distussion of how monitors and modules are constructed,

let the reader consider the occasions when a child becomes so embroiled in

his learning difficulties that he must be referred to the resourc teacher

for several days or even longer.

Highly specialized, individualized help must be provided toiany child

who runs into severe educational problems.___Ip general, a resouroe....teacher-
-:_,,

consultant will be called in. There are at least two ways inmbich this can

occur. First, an itinerant resource teacher will'be brought into the child's

regular class to work with him in that setting. Second, the child will be

taken out of his-regularly assigned class and sent to a special resource

teacher room for a certain amount of time each day. Regardless of the par-
.

ticular method selected, the relationships between the resource teacher

consultation and the regularly assigned small-group instruction (individual-

ized "mainstream ") are represented in Figure 5. One can see how the decision

is made as to when the child returns to the small-group instructional setting.

Next, the matter-of how the monitors and modules might best be constructed

needs to be considered. As in the first method described above but rejected

by NRRC/P, a survey of the range of abilitTAt and weaknesses of each child
4
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.
involved in NRRC/P experimental

classes will be undertaken. Looking at

the initial range of probable starting points of each child in the instructional

sequence, only those modules and corresponding monitors that will be needed at

the stareof the school year to accommodate every child's starting point, will

be constructed
duringthe summer in special work sessions.

However, beyond

these initially required modules and monitors, none will be constructed-until

8

shortly before the need,arisis during the regular academic year.

Weekly meetings of teachers, measurement
specialists, and programming

personnel will be held throughout the year to discuss the immediate modular

needs di each teacher for each pupil. Thus, the system of constructing

modules and monitors is kept completely flexible. The modular needs of each

teacher are
anticipated only a week or two in advance of actual usage. Also,

mutual feedback abeut- in-process
problems, staff criticisms, etc., is ac-

complished at these weekly meetings.* The manner in which modular needs are

-anticipated and met is.simply p run-down from each teacher of where she feels

each child in her class will be in the instructional
sequence in the next

week or two. Also, whenever a
child has been

entrusted to the resource

teacher situation, that specialized programming consultant must make known his

modular needs, too. In this way, all children are
covered at all times.

; At any given point, once the modular needs have been assessed for all

children, such feedback is handed over to the programming specialists. For

` example, NRRC/P intends to
concentrate only on reading and arithmetic during

its first operational yeagc Thus, programming
specialists in 'these two fields

- r

will have primary responSibility for devising the instructional modules.

Before modules are put into practice, teachers will have a chance to

recommend changes
wherever they see difficulties.

As part of the instructional
module construction process, monitors

corresponding to each module must be devised concurrently.
Briefly, the
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. monitors begin td approach realiry when the specific objectives (stated

in measurable terms) of the module in question are reed upon. A large

test item pool for all objectives is constructed, with individdal test items

coming from already existing sources or being made on the spot. At least

three parallel forms of a monitor are constructed for a given module.

The first parallel form of the monitor serves as a pre-test, the second as

an immediate post-test, and the-third as a second post-test (if the child has

to be recycled through the same module again because of inadequate criterion

performance on the first post-test). The three parallel forms are.zonstructed

by randomly assigning test items for a given objective throughout all three

forms.' This procest is repeated for each objective in the module.

Another logical question one might ask about specific operational pro-

tcedures concerns personnel for carrying out the monitoring process. While it

will be the responsibility of administrative,staff to provide the teachers

with raw working materials -- modules, monitors, instructional materials, etc. --

teachers themselves will be required to administer each monitor to each

child W.enever the appropriate time arises. Only the teacher will be able

to coordinate this activity most efficiently. Further, the teacher will

be required to grade the monitors herself and to record all data on specially

devised recording sheets. In this way, the teacher becomes intimately in-
.

volved in diagnostic teaching and provides herself with immediate feedback on

how each child is doing with the module he is currently involved with. Indeed,

the big advantage is that thene"acher is forced to look at just how each

child is learning; in othei words, accountability (see Proger, in press)

becomes reality. On each teacher's recording sheet, data will be kept on

monitor scores (in relation to predetermined criterion levels of success

custom-made for each child), time needed to go through the module, open-end

comments of the teacher, etc.

0
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Every week an administrative supervisor will collect a carbon copy

of the data recording sheet of each teacher. This. carbon copy is returned

to the evaluation department for processing and analyzing. All data will

be entered on computer cards according. to a predetermined format. Eventually,

after a large number of children go through the same module with the same

corresponding monitors, evaluation personnel will be able to draw some

generalizations about how certain types of children learn the modular

subject-matter Material in question. Reports will be generated And dissem-

mated at lOcal, state, and national levels.

SUMMARY

An individual achievement monitoring system for special education has

been described. The criterion-referenced nature of this monitoring system

has been explained, in distinction to the usol norm-referencedmeasurement

procedures of standardized testing. The details of this-CAM system as

projected for use in the National Regional Resources Center.of Pennsylvania

project have been outlined.

t 1
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1. CHAPTER VII

" MACHINERY'! _FOR IMPLEMENTATION.

OF THE FORMAL PROGRAM

EVALUATION SYSTEM FOR SPECIAL

-EDUCATION AT -niE STATE

LEVEL: PERSONNEL AND

DATA- BANKING ACTIVITIES

STATE IMPLEMENTATION MACHINERY

'5515

The previous section has dealt with regional implementation of the

formal program evaluation model. I personally feel that local consultatiOn

agencies are definitely crucial to any statewide'system, However, regard-

Jess of how local special
edUcationpersonnerobtain expert consultation on

how to carry out their particular program evaluation activities, aLl data

collected must be assimilated into the state Bureau of Special Education,
5 2

analyzed, interpreted, and'used for policy decisions wherever appropriate.

Jr1 this section, the implementation machinery at the state level will be
C-

considered.

-First, the state Bureau of Special Education would need some specialized

evaluation and measurement personnel. Ideally, such people would be-well-

versed in evaluation and measurement methodology, statistical analysis, and

data.processing and computer
programming:, There are two primary sources for

obtaining such people. First: the United States Office of Education has
FF

turned out hundreds of such specialists at the doctoral level through. the

Educational Research Fellowship Training Program. Second, several colle ges

and univer6ities have Master's programs in educational research. There

should ,be no difficulty in getting hold of qualified personnel.

79
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The,next question to be resolved concerns-where such progrm evaluation

specialists would be housed and fromwhat budgets they would be paid. -There

is' no doubt that major planning, policy, and operational decisions should be

.made by evaluation specialists who.haVe had extensive training and experience
1

at the doctoral level. Such personnel need not necessarily be paid by or

housed within the BureaM itself. Evaluation specialists of doctoral calibre

__-canTbe-§61ten on a consm4tant basis (paid or non-paid) 'from universities or

special federal projects. In fact, no doubt special federal projects could
4

. qbe initiated whose,sole function would be tafield test the
.

feasibility of3
,..

e

such a program evaluation model; the Director of the Bureau could'be made

Principal Investigator so as to maintain Bureau control over the evaluation

activities. ,

...

Once expert measurement personnel it-the doctoral level have been obtained'

,on a part-time consultant' basis or full-time basis,,more ro4ine opefational
,...

etalls could be accomplished.by measurement specialists..at ithe Master's level.
,

IAain, salaries and facilities could be handled directly out"of the, Bureau,,
1

/ .

or\special agencies outside the state Department.of EducatiOn could be funded

(prhaps federally) to handle such evaluation tasks of a day -to -day nature

with regard to data procesiing and,analysis.

. \After one has considered the question of personnel inidepth, he must

next deal with facilitiei for storing and analyzing data nd information ob-
i

.,taineci from separate evaluation projects. Such comptaer acilities already

-exist within the state Department of Education and a largi4, number of county

or intek-mediate unit operations. Fooperative arrangements cloulebe explored
?

.
1

,

,

i
,)

at the state and regional levels. Possibilities in college and :universities

4
would also be considered.' KeypunOhing facilities devoted exclusively to d

statewide progi'am evaluation system in special education are a necessity.

In collecting the data fin- storage and analysis, a feasible, standardized
nig

.80
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format for inputing the data must ge devised All such operatipnal de-
,

tails could be handled by measurement specliaiists and mother. consuliants

of whom the Bureau of Special Education wou d Want to avail themselves.

to terms of bo th personnel and facilities for processing and analyzing,

the obvious suggestion would be to use e sting arrangements, Wherever sat- 'fr.
.

,

tsfeetorY: withfh the state Department of Education and state -af Mated
ir 6

organizatioRs'.and projects. Nonetheless,, wherever currently avaiiablv

resqrcet would clearty.not be able _to handle the tasks of a formal progiam'

evaluation system then specialried personnel, and facilities must be ob-:

tained that would be devoted solely to special education purposes.
V

This chaptetwill be concluded by devoting some -detailed comments to

the concepts of data-banking. To give -the reader some working ideas of'just .

5.'

what,data-banking activities consiSt,,a review of the literature is presented.

One of the key features of the NRRC/P. t-esearat program will be its

emphasis on C RM, although, not to the complete exclusion of standardized or

NRM testing. to order to,answer the types of questions posedlat the start

I

of this paper, it ,is imperative that a large amount of information be

stored so that it can later be retrievIl for various-types rpooling oper-

,

ations via diffefent analytical ,strategies. The data bank (DABA) conce
I

is a vehicle, or such activities.\ A brief review of.the.technical literature

in this field will be helpful for ose interested in the fUnctioning of NRRC/P.

The need for a CABA in a large project engaged in massive testing prOgrams

is apparent and yet feasibility studies with the DABA idea are scarce. Austin

(1970, p9) claims: "Those of us who are concerned with the processing of

large scale testing programs have, in *the paSt.'few years, made considerable '

progress in the area of.high-speed test.sening. ... In the area of record-

'keeping: or data banking, we have done little."

Since the establishment of'a data bank (DABA) is one of the primary

t
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enabling objective4 Of'NRRC/12 In working toward the questions posed at

the start,of this paper, a few comme nts on opereiional difficulties are in

order. Fascione and Penry (1970) describe the exptriences of the School

District of Philadelphia in trying to ,generate4 data bank. They point out

that/not many educators, let alone other types of technicians, are familiar

I with just what DAM implies. Further, they warfi against getting up in the

gemetimes grandiose ideas of systems analysts,)computer workerl, etc.

fiscigne and Perry (1970 suggest.' "Primary responsibility for system

design and impleMehtation bOth4h641d be piece/el somewhere in the organize-
.

tional structure other than in the data processing area. Thfs crucial

initial stei:.'helps to retain the project's focus on the human aspects of the

problem. Ahother way of describing the benefitstof this approach is to siy-
,

that it helps prevent the tail from wagging:the dog, which results from the

=
4

t Odata processing technologists' natural inclinations to (1) have the latest
1

and most sophisticated equipment; (2)Ijustify.the coniPuter's presence by

utilizing all its capacity, (3) lset the actual goals for the system rather

In,

than have them set by administrators:" in.line with '.his philcisophy,

Fascione and Penry recommend that DADA managers set out to produce immediate

benefits for those to be served, rather than harping on what tremendous

things will happen with long-range goals. Some immediate benefits that re-

sultedin the School District of Philadelphia were: (a) compilation of student

attendance and background lists for administrators,',(b) capacity to conduct ,

longitudinal studies of certain children; (c) capacity to draw more valid

and representative random samples of certain types of students for ongoing
1

evaluation studies, and (d) keeping track much more efficiently of standard-

ized testing results. Fascione and Penry describe their DADA system as

being based mainly upon Cards rather than tapes. Each child is kept on a

card, With such things\as' background characteristics as name, birth date,

82
/
i
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sex,.11) number, address, home telephone number, school grade, room assign-
,

merit, etc: An up/-to-date punched card deck is
\

maintained within each school

building. Ever two months these card decks arse re-pocessed in entirety
1

to give up-dated lists of students.

The CAM PrOject at the.Univers.:y of Massachusetts also maintains what

isiin effect, a DABA (cf. Gorth, Grayson, Popejoy, and'Strowd, 1969). With

I

a CRM system such as CAM, a ige amount of performance data is obtained with

respect to individual test items, groups of test itrms relating to one be-

havioral objective, groups of behavioral 'objectives relating to one large

program objetive, and -- turning along.a different dimension of data

generation -- data on individual students, groups of students, etc. The com-

parisons are almost endless. Thus, the needs for a highly efficient DABA are

evident. /

rer4haps \the classic example of the sophisticated DAB is that associated

with Prloject TALENT (Flanagan, Cdoley, Shaycroft, Hall, VanWormer, Wingersky,

and-Holdeman, 1965). "Although the term 'data bank' is sometimes used to

refer to -any accumulation of,data, it is important to recognize that some

accumulatios will- be more useful than others. It seems preferable to reserve

the term 'data bank' for data collected with sol0e over-all basic design and
s

for which 'research.uses were originally :-risidered. This does not necessarily

mean that the data must have been collected solely for research purposes, but

it does mean that no'sound research principles were violated in the data-

--c-olliction process. (p. 1)"

Flanagan et al. (1960 list seven features that they consider essential

,.oa meaningful data bank: '(a) the data gathered must relate toia population

of students that has been previously defined in a deliberate and careful

manner with randomization present, rather than inadvertently defined pop-
,

ulations; (b) As many variables as possible should b-e tapped; (c) If

0
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possible, a\'arge number of variabl s should be measured on a Jar sample;
4

(d) data in the bank should'be eaSil\accessible; (e) all data collected
I .

should be comparable with respectIto t pe of instrument,'time of administra-

tion, conditions of measurement, etc.; f) data-should be organized within

the\bank,so that complex relationhips c n be derived by computer;. and (g)

data recorded at different pointsin time

same students, and any factors t1-41t may h

should be interrelated fo'r the

affected such retationships

should also be able to be tied in!. Flanagan et al. state: "The administration

of the Project TALENT tests to nearly half

schools constituted -the- first of
4

several phase

illion students In over 1,300

of data collection. More

than 2,000 'ilems of information per student, and\ 1,000

I \

collected. Some of these have been_summarized inn the

and others have been

items per school were

form of test scores

transferred directly,to magetic tape, currently stored
\

i

..et. the Computation and Data Processing Center of \the University! of Pittsburgh.

A series of follow-up studies has been planned for one,' five, ten, and twenty

I

years aftr each of the (four) classes in the sample graduates from higher
1

school. (p. 4)" Thus, long-range career patterns k..ill be able-to be related
J

to'original patterns of education, as variables.

This was one of the main objectives of Project TALENT.

well as a host of °ther

t

The NRRC/P DAM will hardly be as extensive as project TALENT's DABA, but

the concepts of operation will be highly,similar. The ideas of collecting

periodic information on what is happening throughouttge remediation process

used with'the student and trying to relate such datalto different strategies
1

as well as background variables on ttie student, will be aof remedi,ation,

primary goal.

One of the most, exhaustive studies of the educationat.DABA idea was the

series of 6ports contained in Carroll et el, (1965).1 A series of conferences

held by the Harvard Graduate School of Education debated issues connected with

84 °
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the DABA concept. In one report, Benjamin Bloom (pp. 30-37) discussed some

problems: (a) the originators of a particular DABA determine at the outset

what types of information are most important; (b) whether the DABA should

act as a service center or a research center; (c) the possible conflicts

between individual research efforts and team research projects; (d) the

possible invasion of privacy; (e) whether DABA's evolve over time with

improvements pr maintain their original structure. As an example of an ex-

ample of an existing DABA,'Bloom mentioned the International Educational
---

Achievement Study Test result5,in mathematics were Collected --209 000

students of ages 13 to 17 or 18 from theUnited- States, eight European

countries, Israel, Japan, and Australia.

In the DABA report of Carroll et al. (1965), a conference of school

superintendents resulted in recommendations of the types oT questions they

would like answered. Two examples (p. 45) are (a) "What is the' relationship

between subjects or courses of study purSUed in high schoOl and the occupation

the student enters after graduation?" and (b) "What pre-school experiences

best prepare a child for school experience,
especially with regard to read-,.

ing and motivation to learning?" r;ove,-41r, the superintendents pointed out

that a DABA has inherent limitations because. "for practically every question

considered to be of great importance, the data to answer the question were

virtually inaccessible.
...inaccessibility,does not.mean

that data do not

exist, but ratlfer that the effort required to retrieve them or rearrange-them

manually would be so great that the data are, for,all practical purposes, not

at ;,11 accessible (p. 46)"

Another example of a functioning DABA given by Carroll et al. (.1964)

0 o

is the New England Education Data Systems (NEEDS). The report states: "the

realities of running a school -- such things as production of schedules, re-

pbrt cards, class lists, attendance records -- because of their immediacy,

Sr
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require attention and time. NEEDS seeks to provide ways to reduce the

time and attention taken by these clerical tasks,'thereby releasing e ad-

ministrator and his staff for more important, creative work suc as assessment

and reorganization of the curriculum (p. 73)." NEEDS includes nine communities

in Massachusetts, two in Connecticut,,two in Vermont, one in Rhode Island,

and one in New Hampshire. The four divisions of NEEDS are (a) data process-

ing services, (b)'operations research and development, (c) in- service training,

and 1(d) basic research and formal instruction. The basic services offered are

la) file creation'and maintenance, (b) scheduling support, (c) mark reporting ,e

(d) automated attendance, and (e) test scoring and analysis.

A second major illustration of a functioning DABA found in Carroll et al.

(1965) is the Iowa Educational information Center (1EJC), sponsored by the

College of Education at the University of Iowa and the State Department of

°Public Instruction. The data,banking and data processing activities, of IEIC

are similar to those of NEEDS.

The repart,of Carroll et al. (1965, p. 20) recommended that at least three *

types of data be considered for any DADA: (a) "demographic data'(age, sex,

socio-economic status of parents,
Ar.

and other data which are essentially socio-

logical)," b)4"descriptive data (class size, pupil-teacher ratio, and other

summary statistical data which describe characteristics of the school or the

student population, personnel, etc.))," and (c) "evaluative data (tests,. Student

grades, and otheridata for evaluation of student progress, teacher success,

curricular validity; etc.)." The report concludes with an extensive bibli-

ography ofDABA literature.

Miami (Dade County, 1967) has taken the lead in a statewide DABA operation.

The system will (a) provide teachers with periodic background reports on

students, (b) help curriculum planners evaluatO par4icular programs,, (c) es-
,

tablish mutual feedback between. the schools and colleges, and (d) provide

N6*
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guidance counselors with student information reports. Using Miami as a

pivot point, four different counties inzTlorida tried out different techniques

associated with a DABA system to test the feasibility of. a statewide DASA(

operation.

Other examples of the DABA concept are readily found and will not be

detailed here. The value of such systems, when and if they become sophis-

ticated enough, is that any type of rethediation used with a student can be

evaluated in terms of the effects it had'on the student relative to other ap-

proaches. (cf. Grossman and Howe, 1966; McComb, Miss'., 1967; St. Louis Park,

Minn., 1967; Sacramento, Calif., 19b6; Edina-,, Minn., 1966; Mount Clemens,

Mich., 1967; Davenport, Iowa, 1966; Lincoln, Nebr., 1967; Buffalo, N.Y., 1966;

Eugene, Oreg., 1966).

O
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to'

1. "Formative" and "summative" are merely synonyms for

"process" and "'product" types of evaluation, respectively.

2. The only Ways in which the models still aid me as a pro-A

fessional evaluator are: (a) to show to a client during

face-to-face program evaluation consultation what the

general steps in the process are, and (b) to use as a

discussion device durin'g workshops on progrdh evaluation.

Of course., these assumptions are always open to question.

The goal is to choose meaningful classification schemes-for.

the children so that .the's'e assumptions are at lease approx--

imarbd. For those highly dubious about these assumptions, he

should ask himself what the alternative would be to evaluat-

ing program without failing back to the case study method in

and of itself.

101
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T.
, Bureau of Special Education (Dr. Ohrtman,

a

83

Dr. Cogen, and Staff) and Bureau of

Quality Assessment

11 Special Education Experts from Teacher

Training Institutions across State

III . Panel of- Measurement Experts from Across_

Nation

IV Major special education administrative

-personnel from IV's; private schools, and

parochial schools.

V Selected groups of special education

teachers.

0,

0.
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APPENDIX '13

GUIDELINES FOR "PROFESSIONAL

USAGE OF ACCOUNTABILITY

DATA AT LOCAL OR STATE

'LEVELS V/ 1 TM E 121HER TOTAL

PROGRAM EVALUATION OR

/ ND I V I 6UAL ACHIEVEMENT

/ MONITORING

a

4a

I.

-

.

1.7

.,

,.



5

1. At no time is a teacher or administrator
4

_ to feel his job.is in jeopardy because his
_

children appear to bedOing "poorly "-relative

to some predefined criteria. The data gathered
s

° at local or state levels-is for use only by thosix

'.

respective officials for determining whether

P
certainprograms and techniquesinct -people)

a

will-be discarded or,modifted.
CP

In any place whei-e an accountability system.is to

be implemetated, before a-system is allowed to start, .

intensive in-service of all faculty '(admki..nistrators

and teachers) must be undertaken to avoid any mis-

. interpretations. Complete' rapport of staff-w'ith

the objectives and philotophyof accountability is

essential.

4'

3. Thestate Bureau of Special Educatibn must exert a
.? .

leadership rolOn serving as watchdog over the use

of program evaluatign data at the localand state

!levels. The, state must take appropriate action
1

ti

wherever Misuse of data occurs.

A. Only those professionals subject lo. the control of the

Bureau of
1,

Special Education (or those delegated by them)

will have functional access to the data banks.

.
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APPENDIX C

FOSS) BLE INTERRELATIONSHIPS

AMONG EXISTING AGENCIES

IN CARRYING OUT A

STATEWIDE FORMAL PROGRAM

EVALUAT I ON' SYSTEM
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APPENDIX D
A

OUTLINE OF OPERAT I ONAL

STEPS NEEDED TO IMPLEMENT .

A STATEWIDE . FORMAL ,

PROGRAM EVALIJAT.I ON - SYSTEM

1N ITS FIRST YEAR
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Agree to commit any given special education program's personnel

to collecting data on a regular basis -- at least twice a year; for--r
certain types of performance, at leas.t three times a year. (Most

data will be collected by teachers.)

11 Step accomplished, minimal common program objectives must be

established that all Children can be measured on. This step must be

distinguished from individual pupil objectives that a highly specific

0
educational prescription would embody. Most curriculum guides have

program objectives directly or implicitly stated, altho, they are not

always as operationally stated as they should be. Because program

objectives area lot easier to agree upon than are individual -pupil

objectives, Step Ti shouldbe able to be achieved.qu'ickly and without

much trouble.

Ill Select tests,'-rating scales, informal inventories, etc., that are

red;ly available and which yield data in terms of developmental norms

(developmental ages, mental ages, grade equivalents, ets.) that can be

interpreted easily by workers in the field. This does, NOT Preclude

also using locally derived measuring instruments, but for broad eval-

uation of program goals, commonly recognized measuring devices are best:

-

IV Hold in-service meetings with teachers and other-Special education
0 -9

personnel to .ensure that everyone understands how to administer the

instruments selected in Step III. Purposes of grogram evaluation system

are also explained in detail to the staff. (Lack of communication be-

tween administrators and teachers is a prjmary, source ofin-process

fajlure of many attemptedprograms.)

Teachers (and, to a lesser extent, other more specialized personnel that

riiaybe required for the more "exotic" tests in the-battery chosen in

110



Step I.11 ) administer all tests .at start of year over as short a

period of time as possible. Control of,CIass atmosphere., and to a

greater extent,
presenceorteacher aides, will be a major enabling

\

vehicle here. It is also implied in this step that the same tests

will be given at the end of the year (starting early enough before,

'the end of the school year to alloy sufficient time for everyone to

be:evaluated).-'This step, of course, with"pre- and post-measures on

every child, is the heart of the MINIMUM DATA-BANKING ACTIVITIES

REQUIRED IN A P. E. DESIGN.

Thus far, Steps I through V have enabled the P.E. design to provide

only raw, uninterpreted data itself. For interpretation of this data,

additional machinery is required. Minimal data processing facilities
41,

should be available (as they are in'a large number of I.V's). A

standard format-for punching data on all children on all measures onto

computer car& should, be arranged.' Regardless of whether or not such

data will be analyzed in sophisticated statistical ways, such computer-

ized data will at least' yield printouts of gdW each.child-in the

Y.

program has progressed throughout the year.. Even in such minimal

printouts of,data-banked
information, a foundation for decision-making

,

is achieved. NOTE: Duplicate computer cards of every child will be'

fed back to the Bureau of Special Education in Harrisburg. If all on-

going programs would participate, the state would finally be able to

0
maintain a very current picture (or "account") of what is happening

6

throughout the Commonwealth.,

VII For purposes of gaining some types of rough standardslof how much

tf'

progress can be expected of children with a given degree of potential

(or, by the.same concept, a given degree of disability in a certain area),
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all children should be coded on their respective data-bank com-

puter cards, with: (a) the degree of potential (dividing the children

into three or four groups on the I.Q. continuum) and /or -4b) the

degree of disability on certain selected acteristicS obtained on

the child'slatest psycholo i evaluation (i.e., data independent

of the pre- and post-measures obtained'in the'P.E. design). The ad-

vantage of coding the children into certain meaningful classification

is that finally program administrators will be able to pay to school

boards, teachers, parents, and other groups how much progress can be

expected usually witLa child of given disability and/or potential%

No one is-yet able to provide such answers. This is one of the basid

purposes of i data bank. NOTE: We are not tryllig to establish norms,

for, say the moderately retarded. with such norms, if one carried

,.
the norm-referenced idea to completions he could say, in all sincerety,

that.a child who initially tested as a modgrately retarded youngster in

hi5' first psychological evaluation and who now is not demonstrating

academic performance in line with expectation for such a child, is

II "abnormally abnormal "!, The data-banking,idea in special education is

primarily meaneto yield information with which to judge the overall

success of programs.

VIII, An-optional step with regard to the minimum, data-banking machinery....

described in Steps 1- through VII is to take the data-bank informa-

tion and place it within a research design framework with the hope

of comparing one programming technigUe with another. Up to the current

stop, it ha, been assumed that all children of a certain charac.ter-

izetion

are undergoing the same type (speaking in general program-
,

philosophic terms) of programming approach. However, in this step,

i1
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it is recognized that some special education organizations (school

systems, tV's,'etc.) might wish to compare different programming

techniques on the same general types of children. Such comparisons

can be accomplished in this step if careful ,records-are kept and

children are assigned to different techniques in-accord with good re-

search design.

4.

A

a

el
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